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MEETING REPORT 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The 46
th

 Annual Meeting of the Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors (TWG-FR) was held on 

21 – 24 May 2013 in Vienna, Austria, hosted by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). 

The meeting was attended by the TWG-FR Members and Advisers from the following Member 

States (MS): Argentina (Observer), Belgium (Observer), China, France, Germany, India, Italy, 

Japan, the Netherlands, the Republic of Korea, the Russian Federation, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, 

Ukraine and the United States of America, as well as by the representative of the OECD/NEA and 

the European Commission. Apologies for not being able to participate were received from Belarus 

and Kazakhstan. 

The objectives of the meeting were to: 

 Review the current status and the progress since the 45
th

 TWG-FR meeting of FR and ADS 

technology development activities in IAEA Member States; 
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 Review the activities (past, present and planned) of the IAEA’s project 1.1.5.3, “Support for 

fast reactor research, technology development and deployment” to ensure that they remain 

relevant to the needs of Member States; 

 Provide the experts group with updates to advise the IAEA on FR and ADS activities, 

including on proposals for relevant studies and reviews; 

 Serve as a means for exchanging information on national and international FR and ADS 

programmes; 

 Review the main achievements and outcomes of the “International Conference on Fast 

Reactors and Related Fuel Cycle: Safe Technologies and Sustainable Scenarios – FR13”, 

held on 4 – 7 March 2013 in Paris, France; 

 Promote the exchange of technical information by proposing topics for, and assisting in the 

organization of, IAEA Workshops and Technical Meetings for 2014-2015 and further, and 

 Review the IAEA’s concluded, on-going and planned coordinated research projects (CRPs) 

in the technical fields relevant to the TWG-FR (FRs and ADS), as well as coordination of 

the TWG-FR’s activities with other organizations and international initiatives (GIF, INPRO, 

NEA, Euratom, etc.) 

The meeting was organized in the following topics:  

 Progress reports on national and international FR and ADS programmes;  

 Overview of activities in the period June 2012-May 2013: reporting by the Scientific 

Secretary; 

 Review of recently completed, on-going and planned coordinated research projects (CRPs) 

 Status of preparation of new TWG-FR publications; 

 Future (beyond Program & Budget 2014-2015) TWG-FR activities; 

 Conclusions and recommendations. 

Agenda of the meeting is in Annex I, list of participants is reported in Annex II. 

2. OPENING SESSION 

The participants were welcomed by Mr S. Monti, Scientific Secretary of the TWG-FR, who pointed 

out that almost all the representatives of the Member States in the TWG-FR were participating in 

this meeting which – after the very successful FR13 Conference in Paris last March – represents the 

most important IAEA annual event in the field of fast reactors. He also drew the attention of the 

participants to the just published IAEA NENP Newsletter, included in the folder distributed at the 

meeting, whose front page is devoted to the FR13 Conference and also includes briefs on other 

important recent FR-related events, like the IAEA-GIF Workshop on Safety Design Criteria for 

Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors. 

After the welcome addresses, Mr Alexander Bychkov, Deputy Director General and Director of the 

Department of Nuclear Energy at the IAEA, gave the following opening remarks: 
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“Distinguished representatives in the TWGFR, ladies and gentlemen 

On behalf of the International Atomic Energy Agency, I would like to welcome all of you to the 46th 

meeting of the Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors.  

The attendance of 24 representatives from 16 countries and 2 international organizations 

demonstrates the increasing interest of the Member States in Fast Neutron Systems.  

This is also confirmed by the large participation in recent FR-related initiatives launched by the 

IAEA and, in particular, in the International Conference on Fast Reactors and Related Fuel Cycles 

(FR13) held last March in Paris.  

This very successful conference was attended by almost 700 experts from 27 Member States and 4 

International Organizations and the number of technical and scientific contributions is really 

impressive: 214 oral presentations, 149 posters, 9 plenary session presentations and 15 panel 

contributions. Main advances in the key areas of technological development were presented during 

the 41 technical sessions of the conference, including progresses in fast reactors and fuel cycles 

technology, safety, and economic and proliferation-resistance related issues. The conference also 

identified gaps and key issues that need to be addressed in the industrial-scale introduction of fast 

reactors, including public acceptance. 

A very important topic discussed in one of the two panels was the development of specific Safety 

Design Criteria for fast reactors. This was also the topic of an IAEA – GIF Workshop organized 

here in Vienna just the week before the Conference. Actually, the meeting and the FR13 Conference 

confirmed the need to develop safety design criteria for innovative GEN-IV SFRs which should be 

harmonized, to the maximum extent, at the international level and become part of IAEA 

recommendations within the set of Safety Requirements for innovative SFRs. The IAEA is very much 

engaged in this effort being well aware that timely issue of internationally agreed safety 

requirements for innovative (GEN-IV) FR – also including lessons learned from the Fukushima 

accident, especially as far as complete loss of electrical power, loss of heat sink, and design basis 

for external events - is of paramount importance both for the designers and the regulators. From 

this point of view it has been agreed with GIF to continue and strengthen the joint activity in the 

field, with the development of safety guides based on the finalized safety design criteria. 

Let me also mention other important achievements of the TWG-FR in the last year.  

The new CRP on Benchmark Analysis of an EBR-II Shutdown heat removal test, participated by 20 

organizations from 11 Member States, was definitely launched and is now well progressing. A new 

CRP proposed by France on sodium properties and safe operation of experimental facilities in 

support of the development and deployment of sodium-cooled fast reactors has been recently 

approved by our Coordinated Research Activities Committee and now, taking into account the 

many expressions of interest received from the Member States, we are expecting a very large 

participation from all the organizations involved in the SFR technology. A third CRP proposed by 

India on the source term for radioactivity release under fast reactor core disruptive accident 

situations will be defined by the end of this year. 

Special thanks go to the TWGFR for the valuable contributions to the Status Report on Fast 

Reactor Research and Technology Development, a just published 850-page document which 

summarizes the state-of-the-art and the future developments of this nuclear technology. A similar 

effort is underway for the editing of the parallel Status of Accelerator Driven Systems Research and 

Development for which I kindly ask you to help the Secretariat for its quick finalization. A Nuclear 

Energy Series on Liquid Metal Coolants for Fast Reactors Cooled by Sodium, Lead, and Lead-
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Bismuth Eutectic was also published at the end of 2012, and various TECDOCs concerning results 

of recently completed CRPs on the MONJU and the PHENIX reactors will be published shortly. 

Finally I would like to emphasize the continuous effort to educate and train through Schools, 

Workshops and Seminars - like the one held in Bariloche last year - a new generation of fast 

reactor experts which represents the real driving force for the implementation of the ambitious 

development and deployment programmes carried out worldwide.   

The overall Agency’s and TWG’s effort which I have briefly summarized demonstrates the robust 

and growing interest in the fast reactor technology worldwide. 

Let me conclude these opening remarks with some general considerations on the future of fast 

reactors. 

In the last years the fast reactor community has achieved very promising results in the field of 

Generation IV safety design criteria, prevention and mitigation of severe accidents, advanced 

structural materials and innovative fuels, advanced steam generators and power conversion 

systems, multi-physics coupling and high performance computing, etc.. As a consequence, 

promising innovation routes are now clearly identified to further enhance safety, reduce capital 

cost and improve efficiency, reliability and operability, making fast reactor an attractive option for 

electricity production in the near future. 

We are also very well convinced that anticipated nuclear growth in the world, even after the 

Fukushima accident, will not be possible without sustainability and nuclear power sustainability 

means fast reactors in a closed fuel cycle. 

However we are also very well aware that many challenges are still to be tackled by the fast reactor 

community. Continued R&D and technology innovation is needed on the FR and related fuel cycle 

technologies and international cooperation remains a primary means by which progress can be 

achieved. 

The IAEA TWGFR, in synergies with the INPRO initiative focused on the long term sustainability of 

nuclear energy, remains a unique collaboration forum for ensuring continued progress in fast 

reactor technology. In particular, as acknowledged by our Director General in his opening speech 

at the FR13 Conference, “the IAEA provide an umbrella for knowledge preservation, information 

exchange and collaborative R&D in which resources and expertise are pooled”.  

As such the IAEA, with the fundamental support of its Member States, is very committed to continue 

and even strengthen its effort in the field, paving the way for making significant progress on future 

fast reactors and their corresponding closed fuel cycles. 

Thanking you for your attention, I wish you a very successful meeting.” 

 

After the self-introduction, the meeting participants appointed Mr A. Vasile as chairman of the 46
th

 

TWG-FR annual meeting. 

The chairman presented the agenda of the meeting which was approved by the participants as 

reported in annex I. 

After the approval of the agenda, a presentation of the activities carried out by the IAEA 

International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and fuel Cycles (INPRO) group was given by 

Mr. Vladimir Kuznetsov. The INPRO project was established in 2000 to address some key public 
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concerns on nuclear power, especially in the areas of economics, waste management, proliferation, 

etc., with the final goal of ensuring that nuclear energy will be available to contribute to the future 

energy needs in a sustainable manner. 

More specifically, the main objectives of INPRO can be summarized as follow: 

 to help ensuring that nuclear energy is available to contribute, in a sustainable manner, to 

meeting the energy needs of the 21
st
 century;  

 to bring together technology holders and users and other stakeholders so that they can 

consider jointly the international and national actions required for achieving desired 

innovations in nuclear reactors and fuel cycles; 

 to support national strategic and long range planning and decision making in the field of 

nuclear energy development and deployment. 

The current INPRO programme includes four main projects: 1) National Long Range Energy 

Strategies 2) Global Nuclear Energy Scenarios 3) Innovations 4) Policy and Dialogue. 

Detailed information about the INPRO structure and projects, the INPRO methodology for nuclear 

energy systems assessment (NESA), as well as the status and main outcomes of the INPRO 

Collaborative Projects (CPs) GAINS, SYNERGIES and  ROADMAPS was also provided by Mr. 

Kuznetsov. 

 

3. PROGRESS REPORTS ON NATIONAL PROGRAMMES AND INTERNATIONAL 

ORGANIZATIONS 

Each country representative presented updates on national nuclear policy as well as on status of 

design, construction and operation (if any) of national fast reactors; prospects of fast reactor 

research and technology development; fast reactor concepts under consideration; and the progress 

and status of works related to ADS activities.  

Lively discussions took place on the various specific topics addressed in the national presentations. 

The discussions contributed to the clarification of the points of view of the represented Member 

States with regard to the status and prospects of fast reactor research and technology programmes 

and initiatives. 

Summaries of the presentations given by MSs’ representatives are reported below. 

Argentina 

The current objective of the National Atomic Energy Commission (CNEA) in the area of 

Generation IV Nuclear Reactors is to implement a programme for the monitoring of the global 

progress of new technologies for Generation IV nuclear reactors and their fuel cycles, in order to 

generate and assess associated lines of R&D: 

 Perform studies and evaluations for defining the Generation IV line or lines on which CNEA 

would be interested; 
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 Promote the participation on specific international projects; 

 Implementation of experimental facilities. 

Recent CNEA activities in the area of fast reactors were summarized as follow: 

 Observer to the Technical Working Group – Fast Reactors  (TWG-FR) – IAEA; 

 Member of GIF (not active); 

 Organization, together with IAEA, of the IAEA/CNEA Education and Training Seminar / 

Workshop on Fast Reactors Science and Technology – Bariloche, Argentina;  1 – 5 October 

2012; 

 Production of the report: Comparative Assessment of the Six Reactor Concepts Selected in 

the Framework of the Generation IV International Forum; 

 Carrying out the study “Transmutation performances of SFR cores in heterogeneous mode”; 

 Research on specific nuclear materials foreseen for structural applications on fast reactors; 

 Development of MOX, carbide and nitride nuclear fuels; 

 Education. Specific courses on NPPs (FBR, PWR, BWR, etc.) are given at the Balseiro 

Institute (CNEA – Cuyo National University) and at the Dan Beninson Institute (CNEA – 

San Martín National University). 

Belgium 

The Belgian activities in the field of “Fast Reactors & Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS) –  

Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors“ are mainly related to ADS and in particular to the 

MYRRHA project development. MYRRHA is an accelerator-driven, multi-purpose fast neutron 

spectrum facility for R&D, cooled by a lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE). The following reporting 

concentrates on the main changes since the 2012 report. 

a) Engineering progress of MYRRHA 

SCK.CEN is currently reviewing internally the mechanical design of the primary systems and the 

core design; the new release should be ready at the end of 2013. The accelerator-related design 

activities are continuing in collaboration with UCL (see below) and within the FP7 MAX project 

from the European Commission. 

An external Engineering company should be appointed very soon to execute the FEED (acronym 

for Front End Engineering Design). As mentioned in the 2012 report, three candidates were selected 

out of the six who had submitted. After a series of clarifications with those candidates (September 

2012), they have submitted a “best and final offer” (financial and technical) around mid-October 

2012. The SCK•CEN decision has been taken shortly after, but the second company ranked 

introduced a claim by the court, what has frozen the whole process, which could only very recently 

be relaunched. 

b) GUINEVERE facility 
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The GUINEVERE coupling (between the GENEPI-3C accelerator and the VENUS-F critical 

reactor) has effectively been achieved on October 12
th

, 2011. The facility is now under 

commissioning, for different types of core (critical first, then sub-critical). Part of the work is 

performed with external partners in the framework of the FP7 FREYA project of the European 

Commission. It is intended to progressively modify the VENUS configuration to resemble more to 

the MYRRHA one. 

c) National collaboration agreements 

Within the five areas of cooperation (Thermo-hydraulic Study on Laboratory MYRRHA Model, 

Design of the LBE Primary pumps, Ultrasonic Imaging in the LBE Pool, CFD Study of Steam & 

Fuel Dispersion, Sloshing in MYRRHA vessel) that have been defined between SCK•CEN and the 

von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics, the design activities have been completed and the 

construction of the different facilities are now in progress: 

Considering the collaboration with the University of Louvain, aiming at building a first-of-a-kind 

injector for the MYRRHA LINAC, the installation of the specific infrastructure is on-going. 

China 

China is one of the largest emerging countries in the world. Some research shows that the total 

electrical capacity will rise to 2.5 billion kW till 2050. At the same time, China has to improve the 

structure of energy to decrease the CO2 emission and air pollution. In order to reach the goal of 

approximately 40% total capacity of clean energy, the nuclear energy should grow up to 400GWe. 

This requires developing and deploying thermal reactors coupled with fast reactors. The study 

shows that the FR capacity should rise to ~200GWe, if the uranium resources are limited. 

As first step, China Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR) achieved the first criticality in 2010 and was 

connected to the grid 2011. As a research tool of fast reactor technology, CEFR has good ability to 

irradiate fuels and materials. The fuel clad materials, such as 316(Ti)SS, 15-15 and ODS, will be 

irradiated in the reactor soon. The irradiation assemblies for fuel pin and bundle have been 

designed. According to the fuel developing roadmap, MOX and metal fuel will be developed using 

CEFR. At the same time, experience from operation and maintenance will be collected to improve 

the design and equipment.  

In order to achieve commercialization of FR, “experimental, demonstration, commercial” phases 

are foreseen as FR developing strategy. The demonstration reactor, CFR-600, is under design now. 

CFR-600 will comply with the safety rules of GEN-IV systems in order to meet the safety 

requirements promoted after the Fukushima disaster. The shutdown system, residual heat removal 

system and confinement will be improved with respect to the CEFR design. CFR-600 is expected to 

accomplish the construction before 2023. After that, CFR-1000 will be constructed. 

As one of the most efficient tool to transmute MA, ADS was studied for 20 years. Based on the 

research results, an experimental ADS project was approved by Chinese government. The ADS will 

be composed of: a 25-50 MeV super-conducting proton LINAC, liquid Pb-Bi target with window 

and LBE subcritical reactor. The whole system will be accomplished before 2020. 
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In order to support the sustainable development of nuclear energy, the closed fuel cycle is being 

developed in China now. Based on the experience of a reprocessing pilot plant, an industrial size 

plant, 200t/a, is being designed. And a MOX plant with 20t/a pellet is under discussion at the same 

time. All aspects of fuel cycle will be afforded at the same time, such as exploration, enrichment, 

interim storage and waste disposal, etc. 

As one of the important clean energy solution, nuclear energy will be developed in China. If the 

issues of safety, proliferation resistance, economy and public acceptance will be satisfied, China 

deems that nuclear power can provide clean, cheap and long term energy to the people. 

France  

The French policy in the field of fast reactors development is focused on priority on the design and 

corresponding R&D of the sodium cooled ASTRID project. 

Secondly, some efforts are devoted to the gas cooled ALLEGRO project in particular on fuel 

development. 

ASTRID (Advanced Sodium Test Reactor for Industrial Demonstration), is a medium size (600 

MWe) SFR and has been proposed and endorsed at European level as the reference concept for 

Generation IV Fast Reactors. 

Deriving from the feedback of experience, very high levels of requirements have been set for the 

ASTRID reactor. Innovations are needed to further enhance safety, reduce capital cost and improve 

efficiency, reliability and operability, making the Generation IV SFR an attractive option for 

electricity production. This puts great pressure on the R&D and design teams at CEA but also at 

CEA’s R&D and industrial partners. During the first phase of ASTRID conceptual design (2010-

2012), promising innovation options have been identified. They will be further developed in the 

next phases of ASTRID design studies, keeping a strong interaction between design and R&D. 

In 2006, in the framework of the law on sustainable management of radioactive materials and 

waste, a coherent program towards the development of a 4th generation sodium-cooled fast neutron 

reactor was set up. A collaborative R&D program was launched between CEA, AREVA and EDF, 

focusing on innovations derived from the past experience of SFR at French and international level. 

At the end of 2009, in a broader investment plan for the future, ASTRID was identified as one of 

the priorities to receive governmental funding. In 2010, the finance law put into place the 

multiannual budget for the ASTRID program and an agreement was signed between CEA and the 

French Government awarding 650 M€ to CEA to conduct the ASTRID R&D and design studies, 

including the development of associated R&D facilities. 

The objectives that have been set for the ASTRID program give high priority to an innovative 

design, taking advantage of the experience accumulated in former reactors, but showing clear 

differences with regard to weaknesses that were identified in the past. Moreover, the support by the 

French Government to the ASTRID program is associated with the strong requirement of gathering 

industrial partnerships around the project, so that innovation can also come from the industry, 

together with the integration of industrial concerns from the beginning of the design. 
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The ASTRID reactor is seen as an integrated technology prototype designed for industrial-scale 

demonstration of 4th-generation SFR safety and operation. This means that extrapolability of the 

major technical options and of the safety demonstration is of outmost importance. The reactor will 

also provide some irradiation capacities especially in order to validate the expected properties for 

advanced fuel that may be needed for commercial deployment and the ability to burn minor 

actinides at larger scale than previously done in Phénix reactor. 

The ASTRID program also includes the facility to manufacture the fuel for the reactor, of limited 

capacity from 5 to 10 tons heavy metal per year. The refurbishment of existing testing facilities and 

the construction of new tools is part of the program as well. 

The schedule of the ASTRID prototype is very ambitious and will be adapted in the course of the 

project, following R&D results and political decisions. First choices have been made in 2010 in 

order to launch the pre-conceptual and the conceptual design, and to start first discussions with the 

safety authority. The first phase of the conceptual design was completed in time at the end of 2012 

together with the submission to the French Government of a report on the status of R&D studies on 

separation & transmutation and on new generation reactors. The second phase of the conceptual 

design was launched at the beginning of 2013 for a duration of 2 to 3 years. This phase will be 

followed by the basic and detailed design. The objective is to put the reactor into operation around 

2025. 

ASTRID shall integrate operational feedback of past and current reactors. It is seen as a full 

Generation IV prototype reactor, with strong improvements on safety and operability. Its safety 

level shall be at least as good as current 3
rd

 generation reactors, with advances on core and sodium-

related issues, and taking into account the necessary lessons learnt from the Fukushima accident. On 

the availability side, the reactor shall reach a high load factor after a learning period. 

The new safety requirements put tremendous pressure on R&D and design to meet the expectations, 

such as the objectives of the 2010 WENRA statement. For instance, in spite of a very high level of 

prevention, severe accidents have to be postulated and mitigation measures have to be included 

accordingly into the design. More independence is expected between all levels of defense-in-depth 

and, following the Fukushima accident, the verification of the absence of cliff-edge effects beyond 

design is pushed to new limits. 

Meeting the ambitious, but necessary, objectives in the field of operability (reliability, availability, 

maintainability) leads to apply proactive methodologies in this field, without limiting the R&D and 

design effort to obvious targets like fuel handling. 

From the short experience of ASTRID first phase of conceptual design studies (2010-2012), two 

remarks can be made: 

 Higher requirements in safety and operability lead to higher costs that cannot be fully 

recovered by advances in technology. This puts additional pressure on the next phases of the 

design to optimize the design and to keep the costs to the minimum; 

 There is a clear link between the level of safety that can be achieved and the maturity of the 

technology, i.e. the experience accumulated in R&D, design, construction, operation and 
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decommissioning of past reactors. In the field of fast neutron reactors, this gives a strong 

advantage to the sodium technology, because strengths and weaknesses are well mastered. 

The R&D performed in France on SFR is done in close collaboration between CEA and industrial 

partners AREVA and EDF. 

The R&D program comprises research in four domains of innovations: 

 The development of an attractive and safe core, taking into account the specificities of the 

fast neutrons and sodium, and also able to transmute minor actinides; 

 A better resistance to severe accidents and external hazards; 

 The search for an optimized energy conversion system reducing the sodium risks; 

 The re-examination of the reactor and components design to improve the conditions of 

operation and the economic competitiveness. 

Between 2007 and 2009, the R&D program provided very useful results and valuable status reports 

were issued on the followings topics: 

 Loop and pool designs; 

 Advanced energy conversion systems; 

 Fuel handling; 

 Impact of reactor power level on safety and costs; 

 Core and fuel; 

 Safety and severe accidents; 

 Status on 9Cr potential for pipes and components; 

 Status on oxide dispersion strengthened steel ODS as cladding tube material; 

 ISI&R: sensors, inspectability, reparability, robotics. 

The reports provided the basis for the selection of possible options for ASTRID. The Table 1 shows 

in a non-exhaustive manner major areas where, deriving from the feedback of experience, R&D was 

conducted and innovative options were identified. 

Table 1. Innovative options for ASTRID deriving from R&D and feedback of experience 

Feedback of previous SFR R&D directions ASTRID Orientations 

Core reactivity 

Issue of sodium void 

coefficient 

 Safety 

 

Optimization of core design to 

improve natural behavior in 

case of abnormal transients 

Exploration of heterogeneous 

cores 

 

CFV core (patented in 2010): 

Innovative approach, very low 

or negative overall sodium 

void coefficient. 

Better natural behavior of the 

core, for instance in case of 

loss of cooling (e.g. due to loss 
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of supply power). 

Sodium-water reaction 

 Safety - Availability 

 

Modular steam generators 

Steam generators with sodium 

in tubes 

Gas energy conversion system 

(nitrogen in place of 

steam/water) 

 

Limitation of total released 

energy in case of sodium-water 

reaction 

Limitation of wastage 

propagation 

Design studies conducted by 

ALSTOM. No show stopper. 

Sodium fire 

 Safety 

 

Innovation on sodium leak 

detection systems 

R&D on sodium aerosols 

 

Improvement of detection 

(patent on a detection system 

integrated in the heat 

insulation) 

Close containment (limitation 

of available oxygen, inert gas) 

Severe accidents 

 Safety 

 

Core catcher 

R&D on corium and sodium-

corium interaction 

 

Core catcher. Several locations 

are under study (in-vessel, ex-

vessel or between the two 

vessels). 

Decay heat removal 

 Safety 

Reactor vessel auxiliary 

cooling system 

(extrapolability) 

Combination of proofed DHR 

systems, RVACS 

In-Service Inspection and 

Repair 

 Safety – Availability 

 

Simplification of primary system design 

ISI&R is taken into account from design on new techniques : 

acoustic detection, LIBS, CRDS 

Signal processing 

TUSHT (ultrasound, high temperature), high temperature 

fission chambers, optical fibers, flow meters for subassemblies 

Remote handling for inspection or repair 

Under sodium-viewing 

 

Since the start of the ASTRID design studies in 2010, R&D has been driven by the needs expressed 

by the project. This has three main consequences: 

 The R&D teams have a clear view of the deliverables that are expected and their schedule. A 

contractual link between R&D and design team is put into place. 
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 The expression of R&D needs is much broader that before because the approach has 

changed from a phase of selected highlights in R&D to an exhaustive design phase. When 

competencies and/or resources aren’t available inside CEA, collaborations are sought. 

 Very innovative, cutting-edge concepts with little chance of success are abandoned in favor 

of innovations that are not necessarily visible at first sight but play an important role in 

detail. ISI&R is a good example where some major advances are obtained by removing 

welds in some locations, aligning areas to be inspected with access holes etc. 

Instrumentation and control is another example where great benefit can be obtained just by 

using state-of-the-art technology as opposed to reactors that were designed decades ago. 

However, the organization that has been put into place by CEA allows R&D teams to propose 

innovative design options to the project, such as the low sodium void core CFV, the gas energy 

conversion system as alternative to the water-steam route, or some safety systems. In the next 

design phases, the objective is to keep this possibility to propose new options, while maintaining a 

sound project framework including configuration management. 

Germany 

An overview of the situation of fast reactors research programmes in Germany was given by Mr 

Rineiski from the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). Research on advanced nuclear energy 

systems is carried out in Germany mainly in the framework of European programmes, as well as 

under IAEA Coordinated Research Projects (CRPs) and OECD-NEA initiatives. A number of R&D 

activities are performed for instance to support the ASTRID and MYRRHA projects, the GFR 

prototype ALLEGRO and the development of the Molten Salt Fast Reactor (MSFR). Experimental 

works are performed at KIT in the experimental platforms KASOLA (Sodium technology) and 

KALLA (HLM technology). Significant efforts are also focused on advanced modelling and 

simulation, as instance on the SAS-SFR code and SIMMER-III & SIMMER-IV codes. 

Development of fast reactors advanced materials is pursued within the framework of the European 

projects MATTER, GETMAT and the EERA Joint Programme.  

An overview on the fast reactor related technological research at Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-

Rossendorf (HZDR) has been also given by Mr B. Merk. 

Different instrumentations for liquid metal flow have been shown, which will partly be available 

commercially soon. The on-going DRESDYN project, the built up of a European platform for 

dynamo-experiments and thermal-hydraulic studies with liquid sodium, has been introduced as a 

major infrastructure project at HZDR (2012-2015), with an existing budget of ~ 23 M€. For the 

analysis of ADS experiments a diverse method based on analytical solutions for different time 

dependent approximations of the transport equation developed at HZDR has been shown. The 

development is finished with the development of 2 region solutions especially for the representation 

of the GUINEVERE configuration of a core surrounded by reflector. 

The progress in the extension of the DYN3D reactor physics code towards fast reactor applications 

has been presented. The multi-group SP3 solver is now validated. The developments for the IAEA 

EBR-II benchmark are under way. A first ATHLET input model for the EBR-II is developed for the 

SHRT-17 experiment and tested at HZDR. 
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The use of fine distributed moderating material to enhance the feedback effects in SFR has been 

presented. The method gives a new degree of freedom in SFR core design and transmutation 

optimization. It has been shown that the effects could be used in heavy metal cooled reactors too. 

Test calculations for an experimental confirmation in the GUINEVERE experiment has been 

calculated and proposed. 

Finally, the use of molten salt reactors as transmutation system under the boundary condition of the 

nuclear phase out in Germany has been presented using a twofold lifecycle – transmuter phase and 

deep burn phase. 

India  

Status of fast reactor development and associated scientific and technological activities carried out 

by IGCAR, India was presented by Mr. Puthiyavinayagam Pillai. A brief overview of the India’s 

energy scenario and the role of nuclear power sector were highlighted. Twenty thermal reactors are 

in operation and overall capacity factor achieved during 2012-13 is 80%. Seven nuclear power 

plants are under construction including the 500 MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR). 

Operation of Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) operation continued and many irradiation 

experiments such as enriched uranium-6%Zr metal fuel pins, structural materials for fast reactors & 

Compact High Temperature Reactor are in progress. Neutron detectors for PFBR and the drop time 

for Diverse Safety Rod of PFBR using KALMAN reactivity technique were tested and verified in 

FBTR. He highlighted the activities carried out for PFBR construction and commissioning, such as 

design of special devices/subassemblies for conducting experiments after the criticality towards 

design confirmation and basic physics data generation. IGCAR’s activities regarding the 

participation in the review of the commissioning procedures, Technical Specifications for the 

operation and PSI & ISI manual etc. were mentioned briefly. Many analyses were undertaken 

related to safety systems and safety issues to establish the higher safety margins available in the 

PFBR design. Major components such as fuel handling machines were qualified by performance 

tests and Control & Safety Rod Drive Mechanism and many I&C panels were seismically qualified. 

Mr Pillai also mentioned about the strategy being evolved for PFBR criticality and operation. With 

respect to future FBRs, mechanical design of reactor assembly has been completed by means of 

detailed thermal hydraulics, structural mechanics and seismic analysis. Technology development of 

integrated permanent reactor assembly components has been initiated. Significant progress has been 

made in the area of development of components, special devices and sensors. Large effort is 

focused on the development of advanced core structural materials development and 

characterization. In the area of engineering safety, many facilities have been established and 

challenging R&D has been done such as integrity of SGDHR pipe under sodium fire scenario, 

molten fuel coolant interaction studies and sodium aerosol atmospheric dispersion studies. A 

sodium school has been established with experimental models on all aspects of sodium fire related 

phenomena. In the domain of metallic fuel development, test pin irradiation is in progress and R&D 

studies on pyro-processing are encouraging. India is pursuing international collaboration under the 

IAEA umbrella and also with CEA in bilateral mode, participating in deliberations related to RCC-

MR code with AFCEN and is taking part in JHR program.  
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Mr. T.K. Mitra from Bhavini presented the status of the PFBR project construction. The physical 

progress achieved is 94.5% as of April 2013. Completion of mechanical components erection is 

expected by December 2013. Subsequently, commissioning activities of sodium systems will begin. 

Italy 

After the referendum of June 2011, the Italian government decided to discontinue the construction 

of NPPs, which was based on the measures of Law 23 July 2009, n. 99, “Provisions for the 

development and internationalization of enterprises, and energy” and its implementation provisions 

of Legislative Decree 15 February 2010, n. 31. 

In this situation the Italian resources dedicated to the new nuclear power will be only aimed to 

research and development activities. In the aftermath of the Fukushima accident, it is recognized the 

potentiality of Gen-IV reactors to renew the European reactor park and namely of the Lead-cooled 

Fast Reactor (LFR) due to its intrinsic safety and sustainability. In 2013 the annual national funds to 

GEN IV R&D were confirmed. 

Since several years, both the Italian industries and the Italian research institutions have been 

contributing to the achievement of the European Sustainable Nuclear Industrial Initiative (ESNII) - 

2 objective: i.e. the Lead-cooled Fast Reactor. In 2011 industrial and research organizations started 

a closer coordination, under the auspices of the Ministry of Economic Development, to achieve the 

design of the LFR demonstrator. Nuclear industry, national agencies, research organizations and 

universities are involved in the development of new generation LFRs and associated fuel cycle, 

through national and European funds. The overall effort by Italian organizations on the 

development of Heavy Liquid Metal cooled systems in 2013 is estimated at about 50 

professionals*year/year plus a budget of about 5 million Euro per year. 

Ansaldo Nucleare and ENEA are the Italian members of ESNII. In the international frame, the 

present objective of the Italian efforts in LFR development is to aggregate international interests to 

design and build in Europe the LFR demonstrator ALFRED, based on pure lead coolant, having 

highly sustainable fuel cycle and enhanced safety.  In a longer time the ELFR intermediate size 

reactor is foreseen. The next step to be pursued is the creation of the International Consortium for 

the erection of the LFR Demonstrator ALFRED. The International Consortium will be established 

in 2014 with the purpose to build ALFRED in one of the European New Member States, since these 

countries have access to the EC structural funds for cohesion. A preparatory Memorandum of 

Understanding to this purpose has been signed by ENEA, ANSALDO and INR (Romanian Nuclear 

Agency).  Romania government has already expressed, at official level, the willingness to host 

ALFRED. 

Motivations for the choice of the lead coolant are the absence of chemical reactivity, the high 

boiling point, the high thermal capacity, the low moderation effect and the ability to easily start 

natural convection. The Italian Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic 

Development (ENEA) since several years focuses its efforts and resources on material studies, 

thermal hydraulics, safety methodologies and design for the LFR development.  The most recent 

achievements concerns the materials science by the identification of two advanced austenitic steels 

(double stabilized) which showed, by tests in Phenix, a remarkably low swelling effect under 
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irradiation. A second achievement in materials science was the development of a new coating 

technique by Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT), called “pulsed laser deposition” which 

demonstrated the capability to steadily apply thin layers of alumina compound having the same 

Young and Poisson parameters of the steel substrate. The experimental thermal hydraulics benefits 

of the largest HLM non-nuclear experimental facility in the world (CIRCE) and of additional loops 

of smaller dimensions. In CIRCE the operational and accidental thermal-hydraulic transients are 

extensively tested by coupling a 1 MW electrical heat source simulating a portion of core 

subassembly and the prototypical double tube DHR. Additional experiments concern the 

consequences of the steam generator tube rupture (SGTR). Several SGTR experiments are under 

way in another unique ENEA facility: Lifus 5.  

The safety analysis methodology adopted by ENEA consisted in the following steps: 

 Procurement of the codes such as RELAP 5 by US NRC and CATHARE 2 by the French 

CEA/EDF/AREVA for the analysis of all transients and postulated accidents in LWR 

systems; 

 Implementation of specific  correlations for convective heat transfer  and for reference 

physical and thermodynamic properties for Lead and LBE; 

 Code validation by several experimental data generated by ENEA facilities and by 

participation to international benchmarks; 

 Safety analyses by codes. 

In 2013 the following safety-related activities were performed: a) the safety analyses of ALFRED 

and ELFR projects in protected and unprotected accidental categories; b) the SIMMER code 

simulation, to assure the absence of re-criticality in LFR, in case of accidental fuel dispersion; c) the 

CFD simulations of partial flow blockage in the core, and d) the launch of the lead freezing case. 

In the field of design engineering, some inherently safe features for decay heat removal system of 

ALFRED were devised. 

ENEA is willing to share its capabilities and to cooperate with other national institutions in order to 

promote the growth and diffusion of the lead technology and science for nuclear application. 

Japan  

Changes of nuclear program in Japan, the current research and development activities concerning 

Joyo, Monju and JSFR were presented by Mr Ohira from JAEA. After the accidents at Fukushima 

Dai-ichi nuclear power station in March 2011, the Energy and Environment Council reported 

“Innovative Strategy for Energy and the Environment” which states that the Government would 

mobilize all possible policy resources to such a level as to even enable zero operation of nuclear 

power plants in the 2030s. The report also defines the nuclear fuel cycle policy, including a role of 

Monju and promotion of research and development for the reduction of the amount and toxic level 

of radioactive wastes. 

Concerning the experimental fast reactor Joyo, various irradiation tests were successfully conducted 

together with the results from the post-irradiation examination (PIE). During the 15
th

 periodical 
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inspection of Joyo, it was found that the irradiation test subassembly “MARICO-2” had bent onto 

the in-vessel storage rack. This incident necessitated replacing the upper core structure (UCS) and 

retrieving MARICO-2 for its restart. Design works of the MARICO-2 retrieval devise and the 

planning of UCS replacement work were finished at the end of JFY 2011. Then manufacturing of 

the retrieval devises started and is expected to be finished at the end of JFY 2013. The MARICO-2 

retrieval and the UCS replacement will be completed at the end of JFY 2014. The safety measures 

of Joyo against tsunami and Station Black Out (SBO) were also conducted and consequently Joyo 

had been evaluated enough safety margins for both tsunami and SBO.  

Monju is a loop-type prototype fast breeder reactor, fuelled with Pu-U mixed oxide and cooled by 

liquid sodium. It was restarted on May 6, 2010 and reached its criticality on May 8th, 2010. 

Subsequently, the core confirmation test (CCT) was conducted till July 2010. Additional core 

physics such as control rod reactivity worth were evaluated by the measured data from. However, 

In-Vessel Transfer Machine (IVTM) dropped down when hanged up by the gripper of the auxiliary 

handling machine succeeding to the refuelling in August, 2010. JAEA decided to withdraw the 

IVTM together with the fuel throat sleeve and investigated the withdrawal procedure, and 

completed the withdrawal and restoration until November 2011. In order to ensure the further safety 

for the cooling systems, JAEA implemented multiple countermeasures of the facility, the 

emergency response procedure and the operational training for the earthquakes and huge Tsunamis. 

The cooling functions of core, ex-vessel fuel storage tank and spent fuel pool were confirmed by 

plant dynamics simulations even in these severe conditions. 

Based on the Japanese policy, the “Fast Reactor Cycle Technology Development” (FaCT) project 

was launched in 2006 toward the commercialization of the fast reactor cycle technology. In the 

FaCT project, both the conceptual design study for the advanced loop type fast reactor named JSFR 

and the development of related innovative technologies have been conducted. In 2010, technical 

evaluation for applicability of innovative technologies to JSFR has been made, in which all of the 

technologies are shown to be applicable. After the Fukushima NPS accident, further improvement 

on safety of next generation sodium-cooled fast reactors has been activated based on the lessons 

learned from this accident. 

Republic of Korea 

The role of nuclear power in electricity generation is expected to be more important in the years to 

come in achieving energy self-reliance in Korea because nuclear energy is less dependent on natural 

resources. There are now 19 PWRs and 4 PHWRs in operation. According to “The Fifth Basic Plan 

for Long-term Electricity Supply and Demand,” one OPR1000 (at Wolsong) and four APR1400s 

(two at Kori and two at Hanwool (Ulchin)) are currently under construction, and six additional 

APRs will be constructed by 2024. 

The Korea Atomic Energy Commission (KAEC) authorized the R&D action plan for the Advanced 

SFR (sodium-cooled fast reactor) and the pyro-process to provide a consistent direction to long-

term R&D activities in December, 2008. This long-term advanced SFR R&D plan was revised by 

KAEC in November 2011 in order to refine the plan and to consider the available budget for SFR. 

The revised milestones include specific design of a prototype SFR by 2017, specific design 

approval by 2020, and construction of a prototype SFR by 2028. 
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In order to perform the prototype SFR development efficiently, the SFR development Agency 

(SFRA) has been organized as of 16th of May, 2012. The prototype SFR program includes the 

overall system engineering for SFR system (NSSS and BOP) design and optimization, integral 

V&V tests, and major components development. Based upon the experiences gained during the 

development of the conceptual designs for KALIMER, KAERI has carried out the conceptual 

design of a SFR prototype plant in 2012. The development of the advanced SFR technologies and 

the basic key technologies necessary for the prototype SFR has also been being carried out. 

A large-scale sodium thermal-hydraulic test program called STELLA (Sodium Test Loop for Safety 

Simulation and Assessment) is being progressed by KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy Research 

Institute). As the first step of the program, the sodium component test loop called STELLA-1 has 

been completed, which is to be used for demonstrating thermal-hydraulic performance of major 

components such as heat exchangers and mechanical sodium pump and their design code V&V. 

The component tests in STELLA-1 is expected to be started in 2013. The second step of an integral 

effect test loop called STELLA-2 will be constructed to demonstrate the plant safety and to support 

the design approval for the prototype SFR. 

The Netherlands 

Mr F. Roelofs presented the Dutch fast reactor related activities as been performed since the last 

meeting. Many of the Dutch activities for fast reactors are embedded in a European framework. 

Furthermore, an important asset in the Netherlands is the High Flux Reactor (HFR), a material test 

reactor which is also being used for isotope production. The Dutch government and province of 

Noord-Holland have announced a budget of 80 M€ to enable design, procurement and licensing of 

PALLAS. PALLAS is the name for the new research reactor which should replace the HFR in 

about 2023. Furthermore, the ministry has agreed to establish a foundation for the preparation of 

PALLAS. 

Further achievements in the period May 2012 – May 2013: 

 Thermal Hydraulics 

 Analysing steady state and DEC transients of the ALFRED lead-cooled reactor using the 

SPECTRA system code. A code-to-code comparison with RELAP5 simulations from 

ENEA in Italy shows consistent results. 

 Demonstration of the principle of coupling the SPECTRA system code to a  dimensional 

CFD code 

 Ongoing development for an advanced engineering turbulence model in the CFD code 

STAR-CCM+ for application to liquid metals which can be used in flow regimes ranging 

from natural to forced convection. 

 CFD simulations of different spacer designs for the ALFRED reactor. 

 Ongoing validation for a CFD approach to model wire wrapped fuel assemblies in 

collaboration with ANL, SCK•CEN and the University of Gent. 

 Development of a low resolution CFD strategy to enable modelling complete fuel 

assemblies in operational and accidental systems. 
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 Application of the low resolution CFD strategy to model a complete MYRRHA wire 

wrapped fuel assembly. 

 Development and basic validation of a CFD based approach to model (combined) sodium 

spray and pool fires. The approach is deemed suitable for scoping analyses, however, 

further validation will be necessary for application in safety analyses.  

 Ongoing validation of a modelling strategy wth respect to thermal fluctuations using 

basic jet experiments to support assessment of thermal fatigue damage e.g. in the above 

core structures 

 Fuel 

 Ongoing PIE for irradiated blanket fuels in the HFR to study helium release and swelling 

as a function of temperature and properties. 

 Final preparations of a fast reactor fuel irradiation in the HFR to compare in-core 

behaviour of conventional pellet fuel versus sphere pac fuel forms. 

 Materials 

 Development, installation, and commissioning of a new test set-up which fits into an 

NRG hot cell to study fracture toughness in a lead-bismuth environment.  

Russian Federation 

In Russia, there are 33 nuclear power units in operation located on 10 NPP sites. Total electric 

power capacity of all Russian NPPs is equal to 25.242 GWe. Total electricity production by the 

NPPs in Russia in 2012 was 177.2904 billion kWh (16.8% of Russia’s total electricity production in 

2012). The load factor of the Russian NPPs was 80.9% in 2012. 

In Russia, there are 2 facilities with fast reactors in operation: test reactor BOR-60 at the SSC RIAR 

(Dimitrovgrad) and the industrial power unit No. 3 of the Beloyarsk NPP (BelNPP) with sodium 

cooled fast reactor BN-600 (Zarechny). 

The industrial power unit No. 3 of the Beloyarsk NPP with the BN-600 reactor is in operation since 

more than 33 years. Its load factor was equal to 80.77% in 2012. The average load factor for the 

period of its commercial operation since 1982 to 2012 is equal to 74.4%. The lifetime of the 

BelNPP power unit No.3 with BN-600 reactor is extended until March 31, 2020. 

The BOR-60 test reactor is in operation since more than 43 years. In December 2009, 

Rostechnadzor issued the license to the RIAR for further operation of the BOR-60 reactor facility 

until 31.12.2014. 

After operation during about 44 years, the BR-10 experimental reactor was finally shutdown on 

December 6, 2002 and now it is at the preparatory stage of its decommissioning. 

Construction of the 4
th

 power unit with the BN-800 reactor is carried on Beloyarsk NPP site. 

Construction completion and power unit commissioning is scheduled for 2014. 

In accordance with the FTP “Nuclear power technologies of a new generation for the period of 

2010-2015 and with outlook to 2020”, the development of advanced sodium cooled fast reactors 
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(SFR) and fast reactors with heavy liquid metal coolants (HLMC) is underway. In particular, the 

following activities are scheduled by the FTP: 

 Development of a design of the large-scale sodium fast reactor BN-1200 and 

implementation of the R&D for its substantiation (a FOAK power unit with the BN-1200 

reactor is discussed to be constructed at the BelNPP site). 

 Designing and construction of the research sodium-cooled fast reactor MBIR (start-up of the 

MBIR is scheduled in 2019 in Dimitrovgrad). 

 Design development and construction of the pilot plant for manufacturing MOX-fuel for the 

BN-800. 

 Upgrading of the experimental facilities for the SFR justification. 

 Development of the design of the SVBR-100 reactor facility with lead-bismuth coolant and 

carrying out the R&D required for its substantiation (prototype facility with SVBR-100 

reactor is planned to be constructed in Dimitrovgrad by 2017). 

 Designing and construction of the NPP with lead cooled reactor BREST-ОD-300 with the 

on-site nuclear fuel cycle facilities. 

Sweden  

Research on fast reactors in Sweden is carried out at the universities of KTH, Chalmers and 

Uppsala. Some supporting activities are carried out by industry, such as Sandvik AB and Diamorph 

AB. 

Since 1991, SKB has supported research on partitioning and transmutation at Swedish universities, 

at a level which has varied between 3 and 6 MSEK per year. Thanks to this national support, KTH, 

Chalmers and Uppsala have been able to participate in more than 25 EU-projects. Currently 

Chalmers is coordinating the ASGARD project in FP7. 

Between 2009 and 2012, the Swedish research council funded the GENIUS project with a total 36 

MSEK. This project was coordinated by KTH and focused on technology for lead fast reactors, 

including fuel fabrication, materials research, safety and safeguards. The main highlights include: 

 Manufacture of UN and ZrN pellets with 99.8±0.1 TD. This achievement is possible by 

combining synthesis of nitride powders from metallic source materials with spark plasma 

sintering. Fully dense materials are obtained at T = 1650°C, and samples with 91.8±0.1% 

TD result when holding for three minutes at T = 1450°C. The latter would permit loss free 

manufacture of Am bearing nitrides. 

 Synthesis of (Pu,Zr)N pellets with 88% TD from PuO2 and metallic Zr, followed by mixing 

and heat treatment. The impact of oxygen impurities on sinterability and thermal 

conductivity was assessed. This work was carried out in collaboration with JAEA. 

 UN-lead compatibility tests at T = 1090°C. At low oxygen concentrations, samples remain 

intact. Under saturated oxygen conditions, an interaction is observed. Thermal shock 
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experiments showed that UN pellets remain intact when cooled from 1060°C to 200°C with 

a cooling rate exceeding 700 K/s. 

 Construction and commissioning of a Pu fuel manufacturing laboratory at Chalmers. 

Currently sol-gel techniques have been used to synthesize ZrN microspheres using carbo-

thermic nitriding of zirconia. 

 Corrosion tests of novel Fe-10Cr-Al alloys. Samples with varying Al content were exposed 

to stagnant lead at 550°C for 10 000 hours, under an oxygen concentration of 10-7 wt %. 

Samples with 6% Al were in perfect condition after the test, protected by an alumina scale of 

100 nm thickness. 

An interesting outcome of the Swedish programme is the design of ELECTRA, which is a low 

power lead fast reactor cooled with 100% natural convection of liquid lead. The latter is possible 

thank to a very small core using (Pu,Zr)N fuel. Design and safety analysis of the ELECTRA 

concept is carried out using the SERPENT, SAS4A/SASSYS-1 and BELLA codes. KTH, Chalmers 

and Uppsala have proposed to build and operate ELECTRA and associated fuel cycle facilities in 

Oskarshamn. 

Since 2012, Sweden is participating in the ASTRID project. 3 post-docs and 4 PhD students are 

contributing to safety analysis, core physics and diagnostics, with funding from the Swedish 

Research Council. 

The research council also has provided a planning grant for participation in MYRRHA. Currently, 

the Swedish contributions to MYRRHA are carried out within the SEARCH and MAXSIMA 

projects. 

Finally, it can be noted that a lab for plutonium conversion was built by SVAFO in Studsvik. 

During two months of operation, this lab converted 3 kg of weapons grade plutonium to forms 

suitable for transport to US. The transfer to Savannah River was carried out in March 2012.  

Switzerland 

The major activities carried out in the field of fast reactors development during the past year 2012 

and the current year 2013 focus on static and transient analyses of different advanced systems 

(SFRs, GFRs, LFRs, MSRs), equilibrium fuel cycle studies, code validation, and R&D on 

innovative materials. 

The current status of Switzerland’s major contributions to international programmes and projects 

was summarized as follows: 

 EURATOM: FP7 GoFastR (2010–2013); FP7 LEADER (2010-2013); FP7 ESFR (2009-

2012) - neutronics and safety analysis; FP7 PELGRIMM (2012-2015) - MA-bearing oxide 

fuel developments for Gen-IV SFR systems; ELECTRA-FCC – neutronic analysis; 

 IAEA TWG FR - Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors: PHENIX EOL Test 

Benchmarks and CRP on EBR-II Steady-state and Transient Benchmarks; 

 MeAWaT (Methods of Advanced Waste Treatment) supported by the Swiss Competence 

Center for Energy and Mobility (CCEM) – fuel fabrication through application of the 
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microwave internal gelation process, development of a new pin design for enhanced thermal 

conduction, and investigation of the use of oxide sphere-pac fuel in inherent safe metal and 

gas cooled critical- and subcritical-fast reactors (a gas-cooled ADS variant with silicon 

carbide cladding and an innovative annular pin design is seen as the most innovative and 

promising perspective) with the main purpose of minor actinide incineration for nuclear 

waste conditioning (2012–2015); 

 OECD WPEC SG33: uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. 

Results and highlights were presented concerning:  

 validation of static neutronic modelling using data of PHENIX EOL control rod shift test 

(ERANOS and static TRACE/PARCS) and BFS-62-3A critical test (ERANOS and 

MCNPX);  

 validation of coupled neutron kinetics and system thermal hydraulics using data of PHENIX 

EOL natural circulation test (TRACE/PARCS);  

 comparison of closed fuel cycles for different fast reactor concepts: SFRs, LFRs, GFRs 

(ERANOS-based EQL3D procedure); 

 nuclear data uncertainty propagation in dynamic calculations (implementation in TRACE 

and testing of McKay’s method for uncertainty propagation);  

 SFR core behaviour under unprotected loss-of-flow conditions (FAST code system): 

proposal of an innovative wrapper design for the fuel aimed at providing a negative coolant 

density reactivity feedback in the event of sodium boiling, and optimization of the ESFR 

working horse core. 

The main computational tool employed for such studies is the FAST code system, consisting of 

coupled neutronic (ERANOS and SERPENT), thermal-hydraulic (TRACE) and thermal-mechanical 

fuel behaviour (FRED) modules, which is constantly being developed at the Paul Scherrer Institut. 

Recent updates of the code system include the following capabilities: convergence to equilibrium 

fuel cycle, dynamic reactivity decomposition, Serpent-to-PARCS. 

As far as upcoming activities are concerned, the greatest efforts are planned to be focused on: 

 FP7 ESNII+ (2013–2017): Preparing ESNII for HORIZON 2020, WP6 Core safety; 

 MSFR closed thorium fuel cycle and EQL3D modification within a collaboration with 

EPFL; 

 Modelling of sodium boiling with CFD. 

UK 

Electricity generated by nuclear power remains important in the UK and makes a significant 

contribution to the UK’s carbon reduction targets. The current operating fleet consists of 14 

Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors (AGR) one Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) and one remaining 

Magnox reactor.  In total this represents about 9.5 GWe or about 16% of the UK’s generating 

capacity. 
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A new fleet of light water reactors is planned with two companies bidding to build and operate the 

new reactors.  Planning consent has been granted for a new twin-reactor station at Hinkley Point C. 

In 2011 the House of Lords Science and Technology Select Committee commissioned an inquiry 

into the status of nuclear power related R&D in the UK.  The findings of this inquiry expressed 

strong concern about the low level of research activities, the lack of a long-term national strategy 

and the withdrawal of the UK from international nuclear fission programmes. To address these 

concerns, the then Government Chief Scientific Advisor, Sir John Beddington, established an ad 

hoc committee of experts to develop a strategy to address the issues raised by the House of Lords 

inquiry.  This committee published its findings in March 2013, the key messages from which are:  

 Steps have been taken to establish a nuclear strategy supporting long term Government 

energy policy, on-going programmes and industrial exploitation.  

 A Nuclear Innovation Research Advisory Board (NIRAB) is to be established to advise 

Government.  

 A Nuclear Innovation Research Office (NIRO) to be established to deliver the NIRAB 

strategy. 

 Government is to implement long term R&D programmes based on advice received from 

the NIRAB.  

 The mission of the National Nuclear Laboratory is to be restated to give emphasis to 

supporting UK national programmes. 

Central to the development of the strategy is the roadmap.  This roadmap examines three reference 

pathways.  The first of these is to continue operation of the existing fleet with life extension as long 

as this remains technically and commercially viable. The second pathway is to execute the first 

pathway and to introduce a new fleet of light water reactors with an open fuel cycle.  The third 

pathway includes the second pathway and a transition to a closed fuel cycle with recycle of 

materials through a mixed fleet of thermal and fast reactors by the middle of the century. 

The UK currently holds a large stockpile of separated plutonium.  The reference option for disposal 

of this stockpile is to convert this to MOX and to burn this in the fleet of new-build light water 

reactors in an open fuel cycle.  An alternative option proposed by GE-Hitachi is to deploy a pair of 

300 MWe PRISM sodium-cooled fast reactors to burn this plutonium to generate electricity without 

the need to construct a new MOX plant. To this end studies aimed at evaluating the technical and 

commercial feasibility of the PRISM option has started. 

Ukraine 

Mr S. Fomin presented the Ukranian fast reactor related activities as been performed since the last 

meeting. Main of the Ukranian activity for fast reactors is embedded now in the framework of the 

Program “Scientific and Technological Support of the Nuclear Power Development and Utilisation 

of Radiation technologies in Industrial Branches” carrying out by the National Academy of Science 

of Ukraine. National Science Center “Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology” (NSC KIPT) is 

responsible for realization of this Program, and some other research institutes and universities take 

part in it. 
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There are several directions of scientific research in the framework of this Program, which devoted 

directly to the fast reactor physics and technological problems, as well as the development of ADS: 

 Fast reactor physics 

The Akhiezer Institute for Theoretical Physics NSC KIPT continued work on development of 

physical basis of the innovative fast reactor concept based on the self-sustained regime of nuclear 

burning wave (NBW), which is also known as “Traveling Wave Reactor” or CANDLE burn-up 

strategy. The recent activity was concentrated on the detailed study of the specific mechanism of the 

negative reactivity feedback, which is inherent in the NBW regime. The study was carryed out by 

means of numerical solving the non-stationary non-linear diffusion equation of neutron transport 

together with a set of the burn-up equations for fuel components and the equations of nuclear 

kinetics for precursor nuclei of delayed neutrons. A notable stability of the NBW regime relative to 

disturbances of the neutron flux in the system and to irregularity of the fuel composition, as well as 

at such transient regimes as the reactor start-up or the severe accident due to a partial coolant 

loosing, has been demonstrated. This stability is conditioned by above-mentioned negative 

reactivity feedback which underlies the intrinsic safety of the NBW reactor. 

 Materials 

National Science Center “Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology” (KIPT) during many years 

carryed out theoretical and experimental investigations of radiation damage in reactor materials. 

NSC KIPT has developed a facility called ESUVI, which not only can reach high doses at very high 

dpa rate but it can also co-implant gases at any required He/dpa or H/dpa ratio. These works were 

performed in a frame of created by IAEA SMoRE project and some other research projects. Studies 

were concentrated on austenitic (18Cr10NiTi), few F/M (EP-450, EI-852, HT-9) steels and few 

ODS (18Cr10NiTi-ODS, EP-450-ODS) alloys. These materials were irradiated to dose levels as 

higher as 200 dpa at temperatures range 400-550°C over a wide range of He/dpa and H/dpa ratios. 

Temperature and dose dependencies of swelling were studied. The influence of He and H on voids 

nucleation and growth was investigated. Guidance is also provided on how to extend these studies 

to ODS candidates, especially for dose levels in the range 400-500 dpa where some second-order 

processes can grow to larger importance.  

Physico-Mechanical Institute of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine contributes to the study 

of physical and chemical aspects of interaction of reactor structural materials with liquid metal 

media (Pb, Pb-Bi, Li) in the following fields of activity: a) study of corrosion and adsorption 

aspects of metal melts influence on durability of reactor structural materials; b) assessment of 

corrosion compatibility of reactor materials with heavy metals melts (Pb, Pb-Bi); c) investigation of 

temperature, deformation rate and grain size effects on liquid metal embrittlement (LME) and life 

time of reactor steels (conventional, reduced activation and ODS) when contact with Pb and Pb-Bi 

melts; d) development of methods of surface engineering of structural materials for enhancing of 

their mechanical properties (short-time strength, plasticity, fatigue and creep) in contact with Pb and 

Pb-Bi melts; e) study of conceptions of formation of insulation coatings for V/Li blankets. 
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 Fuel 

The long-duration working efficiency tests have been carried out in NSC KIPT under irradiation of 

coated particles (CP) based on carbon-nitride fuel in the composition of spherical particle (SP) fuel 

elements at a temperature 1250°C up to the burn-up of 18.5 % fima and at a temperature 1500°C up 

to the burn-up of 18 % fima. The tests have shown a high working efficiency of the developed type 

of fuel (R/B no more than 6.0.10-6 for the standard type CP and 3.5.10-6 for the new type CP) that 

is more than twice higher than the required planned values for the burn-up. The working efficiency 

of CP based on carbon-nitride fuel in the composition of the full-scale spherical fuel element at 

1250°C up to burn-up of 8.9 % fima was substantiated. The in-reactor service-life tests were 

performed on the mixed oxide uranium-thorium fuel. CP in the state of free charging remained the 

working efficiency at an irradiation temperature 1600°C up to the burning of 13.4 % fima. The 

working efficiency of CP based on uranium-thorium fuel in the composition of SP fuel elements at 

1250°C up to a burn-up of 9.8 % fima was substantiated. 

 ADS 

In order to create the first Ukrainian ADS, there is actively carrying out a construction of the KIPT 

Experimental Neutron Source Facility in Kharkov. NSC KIPT developed and designed this facility 

in collaboration with Argonne National Laboratory (USA). The facility has an electron accelerator 

driven subcritical system utilizing low enriched uranium oxide fuel with water coolant and 

beryllium-carbon reflector. The electron accelerator is utilized for generating the neutron source 

driving the subcritical assembly. The accelerator power is 100 KW beam using 100 MeV electrons. 

The target material is tungsten or natural uranium cooled with water coolant. The facility is under 

construction with a starting date of April 30, 2014. 

USA 

The U.S. status of fast reactors research and technology development was presented by Mr R. Hill 

from Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). Main research efforts are currently focused on 

technology innovations which allow the reduction of the capital cost of advanced reactors; in order 

to reach this goal, innovative technology solutions are sought in the areas of concept development 

studies, advanced structural materials, non conventional power conversion systems and advanced 

modelling and simulation. Other important research activities are carried out to improve safety, to 

develop high performance fuels and key technologies for fast reactors, as instance undersodium 

viewing methods. Concept development studies are performed to assess several technology options 

and to pursue understanding of utilization of advanced technologies in integrated reactor systems; a 

concept being developed is the Fast Reactor Advanced Concept AFR-100, a metal fuelled 

integrated and small size reactor. Numerous R&D works are also conducted with international 

partners through multi-later collaborations e.g. Generation-IV, IAEA and OECD initiatives, as well 

as through bilateral collaboration with China, Russian Federation, France, Japan and the Republic 

of Korea. 
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EC 

The Euratom presentation provided an overview of the EU energy policy context for the current and 

future role of nuclear energy as a large-scale low-carbon option for the EU energy generation 

including the challenges for nuclear energy set by the European Strategic Energy Technology (SET) 

Plan. Within the SET Plan, the objectives for nuclear energy are to maintain competitiveness in 

fission technologies, together with long-term waste management solutions and to complete the 

preparations for the demonstration of a new generation (Gen-IV) of fission reactors for increased 

sustainability.  

In this respect, the Sustainable Nuclear Energy Technology Platform (SNETP) aims at integrating 

and expanding R&D capabilities in order to advance the SET Plan objectives for nuclear energy. 

SNETP has established a Strategic Research Agenda and a Deployment Strategy for sustainable and 

safe development of nuclear fission energy technologies. The activities of SNETP include three 

main pillars: Gen II/III Light-water reactors, Fast reactors with associated plants of the closed fuel 

cycle, and other application of nuclear energy. In addition are considered cross cutting activities on 

innovative materials and fuels, simulation and experiments for reactor design, safety, materials and 

fuels, R&D infrastructure, and safety standards. 

The presentation discussed moreover the European Sustainable Nuclear Industrial Initiative (ESNII) 

which has the objective to implement the SNETP pillar on sustainability of nuclear fission, based 

on Gen IV fast reactors with closed fuel cycle. The ESNII roadmap considers three Fast Reactor 

concepts: the SFR prototype (ASTRID) as main technology, the demonstrators for  GFR 

(ALLEGRO) & LFR (ALFRED) as alternative technologies, and the fast neutron spectrum 

multipurpose irradiation facility (MYRRHA) acting also as LFR pilot plant, as well as supporting 

infrastructures and R&D. The challenges for ESNII include defining financing mechanisms, legal 

aspects, IP and integration of research at EU level. 

A short overview of the European Commission EURATOM framework program projects related to 

Fast Reactor R&D was given. The Euratom FP projects enhance cooperation among European 

countries and institutions with diverse expertise and foster networking among available 

infrastructures.  

The Euratom contribution to the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) has been presented 

including the system arrangements and MOUs signed for SFR, VHTR, GFR, SCWR, LFR and 

MSR. Further points were project arrangements and contributions to GIF horizontal working 

groups.   

OECD-NEA 

The OECD/NEA provided an overview of its activities related to the development of Fast Reactors. 

These are carried out within four structures, the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations 

(CSNI), the Nuclear Science Committee (NSC) and the Data Bank Management Committee, and 

the Committee for Technical and Economic Studies on Nuclear Energy Development and the Fuel 

Cycle (NDC). The NEA activity covers the following areas: the development and validation of 

modeling tools and nuclear data; studies on fast reactor technologies, materials and the nuclear fuel 
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cycle; and finally, strategic and economic studies on fuel cycle scenarios. The NEA also carries out 

surveys of research needs and experimental facilities. 

The NEA provides a comprehensive framework for code development and validation, and has an 

extensive experience of coordinating international benchmarking activities, nuclear data evaluation, 

uncertainty analyses, reviews of experimental programmes aimed at providing data for code 

validation, etc.. The NEA also provides tools and user training. In the area of Fast Reactors, the 

NEA has published two handbooks related to the International Criticality Safety Benchmark 

Evaluation Project and the International Reactor Physics Benchmark Experiments Project, and is 

regularly updating these handbooks with new experiments. An Expert Group is currently preparing 

a publication on Integral Experiments for Minor Actinide (MA) Management. Concerning 

technology development, the NEA is compiling a State Of the Art Report on SFR transient analysis, 

which will provide a comparative study of calculations of some of the key feedback parameters 

which impact the kinetic behavior of this type of system during the principal unprotected core 

transients. Other recent work concern Heavy Liquid Metal technologies and materials, thermal-

hydraulic benchmarking activities. The NEA is also supporting research on innovative fuels and 

materials. As far as fuel cycle scenarios studies, the NEA will publish this year a report on a Global 

Fuel Cycle Transition study. The NEA also carries out studies on Partitioning & Transmutation and 

recycling technologies, and supports international information exchange meetings on this topic.  A 

recently published study on Trends towards Sustainability in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle has concluded 

that there is currently no market-push towards closing the fuel cycle, and that step changes to 

improve the sustainability of the nuclear fuel cycle can only be achieved through government 

support and policies.  

Finally, the NEA is supporting the Generation IV International Forum by providing secretarial 

support to the research activities carried out under System and Project Arrangements (SFR, GFR, 

SCWR and VHTR) and MoU (LFR, MSR). 

4. REPORTING BY THE TWG-FR SCIENTIFIC SECRETARY ON RECENT AND 

PLANNED ACTIVITIES 

Mr. S. Monti gave a presentation concerning the state of the art of the IAEA activities under the 

project “Fast Reactor Technology Development”, with particular emphasis on the main 

achievements since the last annual meeting of the TWG-FR. 

During the last year, a relevant part of the work was devoted to the organization of the International 

Conference on Fast Reactors and Related Fuel Cycles – FR13, held in Paris on 3 – 7 March 2013. 

Statistics and information about the large number of participants, number of sessions and scientific 

contributions were provided. 

To complement the information provided by Mr Monti, Mr Angster from the IAEA provided the 

meeting participants with information about the status of the FR13 paper review process, including 

the work performed so far, as well as the main actions that will have to be taken in order to finalize 

the process. 

Mr Monti’s presentation included also the overview of the recent IAEA technical meetings and 

workshops/seminars on fast reactors held in the period June 2012 – May 2013. Technical meetings / 
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consultants’ meetings / research coordination meetings which are already planned in the period 

2013 – 2015 were also listed and are reported in Tab. 2. Mr Monti remarked that there is room to 

organize further events in 2014 (2 meetings) and 2015 (2/3 meetings). Selection of topics for these 

future meetings, as well as for new CRPs and publications (see point 7), will be based on 

indications on priorities provided by Member States in the frame of a survey carried out in the 

second half of 2012. The corresponding list of priorities for technical meetings and workshops is 

reported in ANNEX III.  

Mr Monti proceeded with the review of the status of the recently completed, on-going and just 

launched CRPs, as well as of the recent IAEA publications and the technical reports under 

preparation. Status of CRPs and publications is reported in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4, respectively. Even for 

the case of new CRPs and publications, a list of priorities elaborated on the basis of Member States’ 

indications is reported in ANNEX III. 
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Tab. 2: Forthcoming technical meetings / consultants meetings / research coordination meetings 

Type Title Venue and dates Notes 

2013 

TM 
Existing and Proposed Experimental Facilities for Fast 

Neutron Systems 

Vienna, 10-12 June 

2013 

Nominations 

received so far: 

France, India and 

RoK, (Belgium 

& Germany) 

TM 
Liquid metal reactor concepts: core design and 

structural materials 

Vienna, 12-14 June 

2013 

Nominations 

received so far: 

China, India, 

Italy, RoK, The 

Netherlands, 

Sweden, EU 

RCM 

1st RCM of the new CRP on “Sodium properties and 

safe operation of experimental facilities in support of 

the development and deployment of Sodium-cooled 

Fast Reactors – NAPRO” 

Vienna, 3-5 

September 2013 
Confirmed 

TM 
Fast Reactors with Improved Economics and Enhanced 

Non-proliferation Characteristics 

Vienna, 11-13 

September 2013 
Confirmed 

TM Fast Reactor Construction and Commissioning 

Initially planned in 

Kalpakkam, 7-9 

October 2013 

To be 

rescheduled (see 

point 7.1) 

CM 

Consultants’ Meeting for the preparation of a detailed 

proposal on the new CRP “Source Term for 

Radioactivity Release under Fast Reactor Core 

Disruptive Accident (CDA) Situations” 

Initially planned in 

Kalpakkam, 9-11 

October 2013 

To be 

rescheduled (see 

point 5.3) 

RCM 
2nd RCM of the CRP on Benchmark analysis of an 

EBR-II Shutdown Heat Removal Test, 

Vienna, 5-7 Nov. 

2013 
Confirmed 

TM 
Status of IAEA Fast Reactor Knowledge Preservation 

Initiative 

Vienna, 3-5 Dec. 

2013 
Confirmed 

2014 

WS 
4

th
 IAEA-GIF Workshop on Safety (design criteria + 

guides) of SFR 
Vienna 

date to be 

decided/agreed 

with GIF 

TM 47
th
 TWGFR Meeting May/June 2014 

venue TBD, 

back-up: Vienna 

TR 

IAEA/ICTP School on Physics, Technology and 

Applications of Innovative Fast Neutron Systems and 

Related Fuel Cycles 

ICTP, Trieste, Italy 

2-6 September 2014 

TBC depending 

on TC Dept. 

support 

RCM 1
st
 RCM on new Source Term CRP TBD See point 5.3 

RCM 2
nd

 NAPRO RCM 
Cadarache, France, 

November 2014 
Exact date TBD 

TM 
Status of IAEA Fast Reactor Knowledge Preservation 

Initiative 

Vienna, December 

2014 
Exact date TBD 
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2015 

TM 48
th
 TWGFR Meeting May/June 2015 venue TBD 

RCM 3
rd

 EBR-II RCM 2Q/3Q 2015 
Exact date and 

venue TBD 

WS 5
th
 IAEA-GIF Workshop on Safety of SFR Vienna 

date to be 

decided/agreed 

with GIF 

TM Status of IAEA Fast Reactor Knowledge Preservation 

Initiative 
Vienna, December 

2015 
Exact date TBD 

Notes: TBD: To Be Defined; TBC: To Be Confirmed; TC Dept.: IAEA Department of Technical 

Cooperation 

Tab. 3: Status of completed, on-going and approved CRPs on FR and ADS 

Title Status Actions 

Analytical and Experimental 

Benchmark Analyses of 

Accelerator Driven Systems 

Completed in 2010 

Convene a CM with key 

participants to summarize the 

results and define content and 

structure of the final report: 

43
rd

 or 46
th

 week of 2013 

Analyses of and Lesson 

Learned from the Operational 

Experience with Fast reactor 

Equipment and Systems 

Completed in 2010 

Need of a 2
nd

 CM for finalizing 

the CRP report presently under 

drafting by IPPE, IGCAR and 

IAEA 

Benchmark Analyses of 

Sodium Natural Convection in 

the Upper Plenum of the 

Monju Reactor Vessel 

Completed in 2012 

Drafting of final report 

underway. First full draft 

planned by end of 2013 

Control Rod Withdrawal and 

Sodium Natural Circulation 

Tests Performed during the 

PHENIX End-of-Life 

Experiments 

Completed in 2012 

TECDOC on Natural 

Circulation already approved 

by IAEA PC; Final report of 

the control rod withdrawal test 

under preparation 

Benchmark Analysis of an 

EBR-II Shutdown Heat 

Removal Test 

Active 2
nd

 RCM in Nov 2013 

Sodium Properties and Safe 

Operation of Experimental 

Facilities in Support of the 

Development and Deployment 

of SFR - NAPRO 

Approved and to be started in 

2013 

Need of submission of 

proposals for research contracts 

and agreements 
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Tab. 4: Status of recent Publications on FR and ADS 

Type Title Status 

Proceedings 

Proceedings of the International Conference on Fast 

Reactors and Related Fuel Cycles: Challenges and 

Opportunities (FR09) 

Published: December 

2011 

NES 
Liquid metal coolants for fast reactors: reactors 

cooled by sodium, lead and lead-bismuth eutectic  
Published in 2012 

TECDOC 
Status of Fast Reactor research and technology 

development 
Published in 2013 

NES 
Design features and operating experience of 

experimental fast reactors 

Approved by PC. In the 

editorial process 

TECDOC 

BN-600 Hybrid Core Benchmark Analysis: methods 

to reduce calculation uncertainties of the LMFR 

reactivity effects 

Approved by PC. 

Scheduled for layout 

TECDOC 

Benchmark analyses on the Natural Circulation Test 

Performed During the PHENIX End-of-Life 

Experiments 

Approved by PC. 

Scheduled for layout 

TECDOC 

Final Report of the CRP on Benchmark Analyses of 

Sodium Natural Convection in MONJU Reactor 

Vessel 

Advanced drafting. Full 

draft: December 2013 

TECDOC 
Status Report of Accelerator Driven Systems 

Research and Technology Development 

Full draft: September 

2013 

NES 

Final Report of the CRP on Analyses of and Lesson 

Learned from the Operational Experience with Fast 

Reactor Equipment and Systems 

Drafting just started 

TECDOC 

Final Reports of the CRP on Control Rod 

Withdrawal Tests Performed During the PHENIX 

End-of-Life Tests 

Full draft: September 

2013 

TECDOC 

Final Report of the CRP on Analytical and 

Experimental Benchmark Analyses of Accelerator 

Driven System 

Drafting to be started 

Notes: PC: IAEA Publication Committee 

 

In conclusion of his presentation, Mr Monti presented the IAEA Fast Reactors Knowledge 

Organization System (FR-KOS), developed by the IAEA Nuclear Knowledge Management (NKM) 

section in cooperation with the FR Project. The need of confirmation of interest by Member States 

to “populate” the system is a priority in order to continue this activity. A presentation of the system 

and its present content in terms of FR documents will be given at the annual technical meeting on 

“Status of IAEA Fast Reactor Knowledge Preservation Initiative”, which will be held in December 

2013 in Vienna (see tab. 2). 
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5. ON-GOING AND PLANNED COORDINATED RESEARCH PROJECTS 

5.1. CRP on “Benchmark Analysis of an EBR-II Shutdown Heat Removal Test” (on-going) 

Mr Hill from ANL summarized the objectives and the status of the recently launched CRP on 

“Benchmark analyses on EBR-II shutdown heat removal test”.  

After general background information about the CRP and the EBR-II reactor, detailed description of 

the SHRT-17 (protected loss of flow) and the SHRT-45R (unprotected loss of flow) tests, which are 

going to be simulated within the benchmark analyses, was provided. 

Mr Hill continued his presentation reviewing the CPR participation, the CRP schedule and the 

benchmark specifications. As for the time schedule, it was remarked that the second RCM will be 

held in Vienna on 3-5 November 2013 (see tab. 2). 

5.2. CRP on “Sodium Properties and Safe Operation of Experimental Facilities in Support of the 

Development and Deployment of SFR - NAPRO” (recently approved) 

Mr Vasile presented the status of the new CRP NAPRO, including background information and 

research objectives. The NAPRO proposal as approved by the IAEA Nuclear Energy and Safety 

Committee for Coordinated Research Activities (CCRA) in February 2013 was included in the 

folder distributed at the meeting.  

The CRP will be organized in work packages, which will be carried out in parallel. The first work 

package of the CRP will be focused on the assessment of several sodium properties, for which a list, 

to be possibly complemented by other CRP participants, was shown by Mr Vasile at the meeting. 

The second work package of the CRP will be aimed at the development of guidelines for the design, 

construction and operation of sodium experimental facilities. The third work package of the project 

will be focused on safety aspects of the operation of sodium facilities. 

After the Mr Vasile’s presentation, Mr Monti provided the meeting participants with general 

information about the IAEA CRPs, as well as the status of the NAPRO CRP proposal. The detailed 

proposal was worked out in the course of a Consultants’ Meeting held in December 2012 

(participants from CEA, ANL, IGCAR and IPPE) and then approved by the IAEA CCRA in 

February 2013. The call for research contract/agreement proposals was launched at the end of 

February with deadline 30 April 2013, but so far only one proposal from HZDR was received by the 

Project Officer. 

The participants asked a number of questions on the technical content and objectives of the CRP, as 

well as on the procedure to be followed for submission of research contracts and agreements. Mr 

Vasile and Mr Monti provided all the necessary clarifications to allow the MSs to take a final 

decision on their participation in the NAPRO CRP. 

Mr Monti stressed the point that in order to keep the dates of 3-5 September 2013 for the 1
st
 RCM 

(see tab. 2), it is mandatory to respect the date of June 5 for the submission of research 

contract/agreement proposals (form to be downloaded here: http://www-

crp.iaea.org/html/forms.html) 

At the end, the following MSs confirmed their willingness to submit proposals:  

http://www-crp.iaea.org/html/forms.html
http://www-crp.iaea.org/html/forms.html
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 Argentina: CNEA  

 France: CEA (proposer)  

 Germany: HZDR (already received) and KIT  

 India: IGCAR 

 The Netherlands: NRG 

 Russian Federation: IPPE 

 Sweden: KTH 

 USA: ANL  

5.3. CRP on “Source Term for Radioactivity Release under Fast Reactor Disruptive Accident 

(CDA) Conditions” (planned) 

Mr Puthiyavinayagam form IGCAR, India, gave a presentation concerning the CRP proposal on 

“Source Term for Radioactivity Release under Fast Reactor Disruptive Accident (CDA) 

Conditions”, summarizing objectives and topics to be included in the project. The potential 

participants asked Mr Puthiyavinayagam a number of questions on the input data, scope and 

objectives of this CRP. 

Mr Monti informed that this CRP is already included in the Programme & Budget 2014-2015 but, 

before launching the process for its final approval by the IAEA CCRA, it is necessary to collect 

expressions of interest from the potential participants. 

It was agreed that Mr Puthiyavinayagam will send to the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary Mr Monti a 

2-page pre-proposal on the technical content of this CRP by June 2013. This pre-proposal will allow 

the potentially interested organizations to take a final decision on their participation by mid-

September. In case of a sufficient number (5-15) of participants, the IAEA will call for a 

Consultants’ Meeting to be held in Vienna in December 2013, in order to prepare a detailed 

proposed to be submitted in January 2014 to the IAEA CCRA for approval. If this time schedule 

will be confirmed, it is feasible to hold the 1
st
 RCM of this CRP by the end of 2014. 

 

6. STATUS OF PREPARATION OF NEW TWG-FR PUBLICATIONS 

6.1. BOOKLET: Status of Innovative Fast Reactor Designs 

After general information provided by Mr Monti about IAEA data bases and booklets concerning 

advanced and innovative reactors, Ms Laina presented the new Booklet “Status of Innovative Fast 

Reactor Designs and Concepts”, which is currently under preparation, in close collaboration with 

the Member States, as a supplement of the IAEA Advanced Reactors Information System Database 

(ARIS). 

The content and the structure of the publication were discussed, including information about the 

approach applied for designs description. Ms Laina shown the list of FR designs which are currently 

considered for the booklet, which has to be reviewed and agreed among interested contributors. The 

agreed outline of the booklet is reported in ANNEX IV. 
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Another key issue discussed by Ms Laina was the pathway to the publication of the Booklet, which 

foresees the finalization of the first draft by Mid-June 2013. The target is to have the booklet 

published before the IAEA General Conference (September 2013). 

Lively discussion on the FR concepts to be included in the booklet followed the presentation given 

by Ms Laina. 

As far as the FR concepts to be included in the booklet, the following suggestions from the 

representatives of the MSs will be implemented by the IAEA: 

Mr Vasile proposed to eliminate ESFR as it is not a design concept but rather a European platform 

to develop innovative systems and components of GEN-IV SFRs.  

Mr Hill mentioned that another fast reactor – a fast spectrum SCWR - is designed by Hitachi; he 

will provide the name of the contact person. On the other hand, AFR-100 has to be excluded from 

the outline, as there is no real design behind this concept. Also, it was suggested to delete SSTAR 

and STAR-LM. Mr Hill will provide contact details for G4M, and EM
2
.
 

Mr De Bruyn suggested deleting EFIT. 

Mr Agostini agreed on keeping ALFRED and ELFR while deleting ELSY and EFIT. 

With regards to designs from the Russian Federation, it is necessary to first send an IAEA official 

letter to Rosatom requesting which Russian FR concepts have to be included in the booklet. 

Therefore the FR designs currently included in the booklet outline have to be considered as 

tentative. 

The participants from Korea will check whether PEACER should be included or not.  

Mr Vasile will check with CNRS whether MSFR has to be kept or eliminated.  

Mr Stainsby will provide the name of the contact person for ALLEGRO.  

The participants from China agreed on providing the contact details for CFR600 and CLEAR I. 

CFR 1000 will not be included.  

Concerning the parameter list for each concept, it was agreed to add a footnote clarifying the 

meaning of “No of safety trains” (i.e. No of redundant safety subsystems designed to meet 

performance requirements even though one or more of the subsystems may have failed. 

6.2. TECDOC - Status of ADS Research and Technology Development 

Mr De Bruyn presented the TECDOC under preparation concerning the Status of Accelerator 

Driven Systems Research and Technology Development (agreed title of this publication). The table 

of content of the status report, as well as the progress of the work and the meetings held last years to 

prepare the report were reviewed. Missing parts were listed by Mr De Bruyn in order to develop a 

short term actions plan to finalize the report by the end of 2013. 

Support to review the chapter concerning ADS physics will be provided by Mr Merk. 

6.3. TECDOC - Final Reports of the CRP on Control Rod Withdrawal Tests Performed During the 

PHENIX End-of-Life Tests  
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Mr Vasile provided a summary concerning the progress of the final report of the second part of the 

CRP focused on control rod withdrawal test performed during the PHENIX end-of-life experiments. 

The final full draft is expected by September 2013 (see tab. 4). 

Results of the benchmark analyses on the control rod withdrawal test were already presented at the 

international conferences ICAPP2013.  

Mr Monti will contact the organizers of PHYSOR2014 in order to verify the possibility to organize 

a special IAEA session devoted to this CRP.  

Papers to be submitted to peer-reviewed journals will also be prepared. 

6.4. TECDOC - Final Report of the CRP on Benchmark Analyses of Sodium Natural Convection in 

the Upper Plenum of the Monju Reactor Vessel 

The status of the final report of the recently completed CRP on MONJU reactor was presented by 

Mr Ohira, including the work performed so far and the missing parts. People responsible of these 

missing parts will be contacted as soon as possible in order to finalize the report, hopefully by 

December 2013 (see tab. 4). 

 

7. FUTURE TWG-FR ACTIVITIES  

7.1. Technical Meetings 

2014 (additionally to the ones already planned, see tab. 2): 

 Fast Reactor Construction and Commissioning (from the P&B 2012-2013). Tentative date 

and venue: January 2014 in Kalpakkam (India). Mr Monti will contact Mr Mitra and Mr 

Kumar by BHAVINI to agree exact date and venue and start the organizational procedure; 

 Priorities in modelling and simulation. NRG offered to host in principle this meeting in the 

Netherland. 

2015 (additionally to the ones already planned, see tab. 2) 

 Fast Reactor Physics and Technologies 

 In-service inspection and repair in fast neutron systems  

 Inherent and passive safety features of current and feature FRs 

7.2. New CRPs (to be launched within the P&B 2016-2017) 

New CRP on “Benchmark analyses of CEFR reactor physics based on physical start-up 

experiment” 

Mr Zhang from CIAE presented a new CRP proposal on benchmark analysis of the CEFR reactor 

core, based on the experimental data coming from the CEFR start-up tests. The research objectives 

and a very preliminary time schedule were also briefly presented and discussed. In particular it was 
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clarified that CIAE will provide data on control rod worth, reactivity feedback, neutron spectral 

characteristics, reaction-rate and power distributions, etc.. 

The following organizations expressed their potential interest in this CRP proposed by CIAE 

(China): 

 ANL (USA) 

 CEA (France) 

 ENEA (Italy) 

 IGCAR (India) 

 IPPE (Russia) 

 JAEA (Japan) 

 KAERI (Republic of Korea) 

 KIT and HZDR (Germany) 

 NNL (UK) 

It was agreed that Mr Zhang will provide the IAEA with a 2-page pre-proposal to be circulated 

among the TWG-FR representatives to collect comments, remarks and expressions of interest. The 

pre-proposal will be further discussed at the next TWG-FR meeting in May 2014 and, in case of a 

sufficient number of interested organizations (5-15), a Consultants’ Meeting to prepare the detailed 

proposal to be submitted to the CCRA will be organized at the end of 2014 / beginning of 2015. It is 

also suggested to possibly combine this CRP concerning a small FR core with the already planned 

CRP Benchmark exercise on neutronic calculations for a mixed-oxide fuelled core of an industrial 

size Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor. In such a case the CIAE CRP could start by the end of 2015, 

otherwise it will be included in the P&B 2016-2017. 

New CRP on “Benchmark analyses of Sodium Natural Convection in the Upper Plenum of 

then MONJU Reactor” 

Mr Ohira presented a new CRP aimed at thermal-hydraulics analyses of natural convection 

phenomena in the MONJU reactor. The objective of this CRP, to be considered as the natural 

follow-up of the previous MONJU CRP, is the improvement of the simulation capabilities in the 

field of fast reactor in-vessel sodium thermal-hydraulics.  

According to the current planning for Monju restart, the needed experimental data should be 

available in 2015 

By the end of this year Mr Ohira will prepare a 2-page pre-proposal to be circulated for comments 

among the TWG-FR representatives. The pre-proposal will be presented at the next TWG-FR 

meeting in May 2014: at that time exact date of Monju restart should be available and as a 

consequence it will be possible to agree a more precise time schedule for this new CRP. 
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However it is confirmed the interest already expressed in the occasion of the recent Workshop on 

International Collaboration Research Using Monju (Fukui, 24-25 April 2013) by the following 

organizations: 

 CIAE (China)  

 CEA (France) 

 IGCAR (India) 

 KAERI (Republic of Korea) 

 JAEA and University of Fukui (Japan) 

 IPPE (Russian Federation) 

 ANL (USA) 

7.3 - Technical Reports 

According to the list of priorities reported in Annex III, it was decided to launch two new studies 

aimed at producing Nuclear Energy Series on: 

 severe accident management in fast reactors 

 in-service Inspection Requirements, Tools and Sensors 

The background material for the preparation of these two publications will be the papers presented 

at the two corresponding technical meetings planned in 2015 (see point 7.1). 

Furthermore the participants agreed to launch a new initiative to update the Status Report on Fast 

Reactors Development and Deployment. The study should be started in 2014 in order to have the 

publication available for distribution at the next edition of the FR Conference (St. Petersburg, 

Russia, 2017). To this end, Mr Monti will organize a Consultants’ Meeting in the first quarter of 

2014 inviting TWG-FR members to contribute to this endeavour. 

 

8.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

In conclusion the members of the TWG-FR recognized that: 

 The success of the FR13 conference, the increasing number of member states (currently 20) 

and international organizations (2) represented in the TWG-FR as well as the large 

participation in the TWG-FR meetings and related activities demonstrate the growing 

interest in the FR technology worldwide; 

 It is of paramount importance for the member States that the IAEA continues to provide this 

forum for exchange information on national and international programmes, identification of 

common needs and launching of coordinated activities by means of CRPs, TMs and studies. 

 The TWG-FR is also very useful for countries which at the moment have no active 

programme on FR in order to: maintain competence in the field, be informed about the 
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global technological progress and favour the participation of the national industry in 

international projects. 

 

The TWG-FR also recommended the following: 

i. The first session of each annual TWG-FR meeting should be spilt in two subsections: one 

devoted to the national nuclear energy policies in particular in the field of fast neutron 

systems; and the second one focused on scientific and technical activities carried out in the 

last year at national and international level; 

ii. the duration of the TWG-FR meeting should be 4 days in Vienna and 5 days (including visit 

to labs and facilities) if organized in another location; 

iii. The FR future activities should focus on: 

 Simulation and modeling, including verification and validation of codes, in particular on 

neutronics, thermal-hydraulics and safety, on the basis of experimental data coming 

from new and existing fast reactors. The TWG-FR recognized that this topic is also very 

useful for training and education of young experts and the IAEA is the ideal place to 

carry out this activity; 

 In service inspection and repair; 

 Advanced technologies for fuel handling; 

 Core monitoring; 

 Inherent and passive safety features, both for reactivity control and decay heat removal;  

iv. Topical technical meetings should be regularly organized on the different aspects of the FR 

technology, with the scope to launch corresponding studies and, at the end, produce 

technical reports on those topics; 

v. A number of actions (CRPs, studies, etc.) was completed in recent years and the IAEA 

should take action and allocate the necessary resources in order to finalize the corresponding 

TECDOCs and NES as soon as possible;  

vi. The IAEA should continue and enhance fostering education and training in the field of fast 

reactors thorough e.g. ICTP schools, seminars, workshops, etc.. 

vii. It is considered very useful to circulate among TWG-FR members pre-proposal in particular 

of new CRPs, in order to facilitate participation from a large number of potentially 

interested organizations. 

9.  MISCELLANEA 

The 47
th

 TWG-FR meeting is tentatively scheduled for 19 - 23 May 2014. Proposals for hosting this 

meeting are expected by the Secretariat within 2 months, otherwise the meeting will be held at the 

IAEA-HQ in Vienna. 

 

In conclusion, Mr Vasile warmly thanked the IAEA Secretariat for organizing the 45
th

 TWG-FR 

meeting, and all the delegates from the TWG-FR Member States for participating and actively 

contributing to this meeting. 
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By the same token, all participants expressed their satisfaction for the results of this meeting and 

thanked for the hospitality provided by the IAEA. 
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TUESDAY, 21 MAY 2013  

 

Time Topic Speaker 

Opening Session 

10:00 – 11:00 

 Welcome  
Mr S. Monti 

NPTDS, IAEA 

 Opening Remarks 
Mr. A. Bychkov 

DDG-NE, IAEA  

 Self-introduction by the participants 

 Appointment of the Meeting Chair 

All Meeting 

Participants 

 Chairperson’s remarks Meeting Chair 

 Discussion and Adoption of the Agenda Meeting Chair 

11:00 – 11:30  Presentation by IAEA/INPRO Group 
Mr V. Kuznetsov 

INPRO  

11:30 – 12:00 Coffee Break  

Topic 1: Progress reports on national and international programmes on fast 

reactors and accelerator driven systems, and identification of areas and topics of 

interest for future cooperation within the TWG-FR framework [Approximately 

30 minutes presentation including discussion by each Member State/Int. 

organization representative, in country name alphabetical order]. The delegates are 

kindly requested to bring along their full paper progress reports and the PowerPoint 

presentation (on electronic support) for publication in the meeting report. 

12:00 – 12:30  Presentation by Argentina 
Mr O. Azpitarte 

CNEA 

12:30 – 13:00  Presentation by Belgium 
Mr D. De Bruyn 

SCK.CEN 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch Break  

14:00 – 14:30  Presentation by China  
Mr D. Zhang 

CIAE 

14:30 – 15:00  Presentation by France 
Mr A. Vasile 

CEA 

15:00 – 15:30  Presentation by Germany 

Mr A. Rineiski 

KIT 

Mr B. Merk 

HZDR 

15:30 – 16:00 Coffee Break  

16:00 – 16:30  Presentation by India 

Mr P. Puthiyavinayagam 

IGCAR 

Mr T. Mitra 

BHAVINI 

16:30 – 17:00  Presentation by Italy 
Mr P. Agostini 

ENEA 

17:00 – 17:30  Presentation by Japan 
Mr H. Ohira 

JAEA 

18:00 End of Day 1  
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WEDNESDAY, 22 MAY 2013 

 

Time Topic Speaker 

Topic 1: Presentations on national and international programmes on FR and ADS… continued 

09:00 – 09:30  Presentation by Korea, Republic of 
Mr H. K. Joo 

KAERI 

09:30 – 10:00  Presentation by the Netherlands 
Mr F. Roelofs 

NRG 

10:00 – 10:30  Presentation by Russian Federation 
Mr Y. Ashurko 

IPPE 

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee Break  

11:00 – 11:30  Presentation by Sweden 
Mr J. Wallenius 

KTH 

11:30 – 12:00  Presentation by Switzerland 

Ms S. Bortot  

on behalf of  

Mr K. Mikityuk 

PSI 

12:00 – 12:30  Presentation by UK 
Mr R. Stainsby 

NNL 

12:30 – 13:00  Presentation by Ukraine 
Mr S. Fomin 

Kharkiv Institute 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch Break  

14:00 – 14:30  Presentation by USA 
Mr R. Hill 

ANL 

14:30 – 15:00  Presentation by EC 
Mr H. Tsige-Tamirat 

EC 

15:00 – 15:30  Presentation by OECD/NEA 
Mr H. Paillere 

OECD/NEA 

15:30 – 16:00 Coffee Break  

Topic 2: Reporting by the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary on the recent and planned activities 

(including discussion on the different items) 

16:00 – 16:30 
 FR13 Conference: statistics, main outcomes, papers’ review 

process and on-going activities for proceedings preparation 

C. Angster / S. Monti 

NPTDS, IAEA 

16:30 – 17:30 
 Summary of TWG-FR activities since the last TWG-FR 

meeting, status of the actions, etc. 

Mr S. Monti 

NPTDS, IAEA 

17:30 – 18:00 
 Technical Meetings, Workshops, Seminars within the 

Programme and Budget 2013 – 2014 - 2015 

Mr S. Monti 

NPTDS, IAEA 

18:00 End of Day 2  

19:30 Meeting Dinner  
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THURSDAY, 23 MAY 2013 

 

Time Topic Speaker 

Topic 3: on-going and planned Coordinated Research Projects 

09:00 – 09:30 
 On-going CRP on Benchmark Analyses of an EBR-II 

Shutdown Heat Removal Test 

Mr. R. Hill 

ANL, USA 

09:30 – 10:30 
 New NAPRO CRP: Sodium Properties and Safe Operation 

of Experimental Facilities in Support of the Development 

and Deployment of SFR 

Mr A. Vasile 

CEA, France 

Mr S. Monti 

NPTDS, IAEA  

10:30 – 11:00 
 CRP to be prepared in 2013: Source Term for Radioactivity 

Release under Fast Reactor Core Disruptive Accident 

(CDA) Situations 

Mr P. Puthiyavinayagam 

IGCAR, India 

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee Break  

Topic 4: Status of preparation of new TWG-FR publications  

11:30 – 12:30 
 FR Booklet: Status of Innovative Fast Reactor Designs and 

Concepts 

Ms M. K. Laina  

IAEA Consultant 

12:30 – 13:00 
 Status of Accelerator Driven Systems Research and 

Technology Development 

Mr. D. De Bruyn 

SCK.CEN, Belgium 

Mr. A. Toti 

NPTDS, IAEA 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch Break  

Topic 4: Status of preparation of new TWG-FR publications…. continued 

14:00 – 14:30 
 IAEA TECDOCs on PHENIX CRP: Natural Circulation 

and Control Rod Withdrawal Tests 

Mr A. Vasile 

CEA, France 

Mr S. Monti 

NPTDS, IAEA  

14:30 – 15:00  IAEA TECDOC on MONJU CRP 
Mr H. Ohira 

JAEA, Japan 

15:00 – 15:30 Coffee Break  

Topic 5: Future (beyond P&B 2014-2015) TWG-FR Activities 

15:30 – 15:45  Introduction by IAEA Secretariat 
Mr S. Monti 

NPTDS, IAEA 

15:45 – 16:15 
 New CRP on “Benchmark Analyses of Sodium Natural 

Convection in the Upper Plenum of the Monju Reactor 

Vessel  (II)” 

Mr H. Ohira 

JAEA, Japan 

16:15 – 17:30 

 Proposals for new CRPs, TMs, symposia/seminars, 

identification of possible NE Series Documents on topics 

relevant to the TWG-FR work scope (To ensure 

distribution among all participants, the delegates are 

kindly requested to inform the Scientific Secretary ahead 

of the meeting of intended proposals) 

All Meeting 

Participants 

17:30 End of Day 3  
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FRIDAY, 24 MAY 2013 

 

Time Topic Speaker 

Closing Session 

09:00 – 10:30 
 Conclusions and recommendations of the 46

th
 TWG-FR 

Meeting 

Chair + All Meeting 

Participants 

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee Break  

11:00 – 12:30  Drafting of the Meeting Report 

Mr S. Monti 

with the support of All 

Meeting participants 

12:30 – 13:00 
 Date and venue of next TWG-FR Meeting 

 Closing Remarks  

Meeting Chairman  

and IAEA 

13:00 End of the Technical Meeting  
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ANNEX II: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

ARGENTINA - OBSERVER 

Mr Osvaldo Azpitarte 

National Atomic Energy Commission (CNEA) 

Av. Del Libertador 8250 (1429) 

BUENOS AIRES 

ARGENTINA 

Tel: +54 11 6772 7567 

Fax: 

Email: azpitarte@cnea.gov.ar 

 

 

BELGIUM - OBSERVER 

Mr Didier DE BRUYN 

SCK•CEN 

Head of Unit “Balance of Plant” 

Boeretang 200 

2400 Mol 

Belgium 

Tel.: +32 14 33 3409 

email: Didier.de.bruyn@sckcen.be 

 

CHINA 

Mr ZHANG Donghui 
China Institute for Atomic Energy (CIAE) 

P.O. Box 275 (34) 

BEIJING  102 413 

CHINA 

Tel: +86 10 693 58 726 

Fax: +86 10 693 58 126 

Email:   zhangdh@ciae.ac.cn 

 

 

FRANCE 

Mr Alfredo Vasile 

CEA, Centre de Cadarache 

Direction de l’Energie Nucléaire 

Bâtiment 212 

13108 St Paul Lez Durance 

France 

Tel : +33 4 42 25 45 93 

Fax : +33 4 42 25 48 58  

Email : alfredo.vasile@cea.fr 

 

GERMANY 

Mr Andrei Rineiski 

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) 

76344 EGGENSTEIN-LEOPOLDSHAFEN 

GERMANY 

Tel:: +49 721 608 24695 

Fax: +49 721 608 23824 

Email: andrei.rineiski@kit.edu 

 

Mr Bruno Merk 

Institute of Safety Research 
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INDIA 

Mr Pillai Puthiyavinayagam 

Head Reactor Components Division 

Nuclear Engineering and Safety Group 

Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research 

(IGCAR) 

Kalpakkam 603 102 

Tamilnadu 

India 

Tel: +91 44 27480221 

Fax: +91 44 27480104 

email: vinayaga@igcar.gov.in 

           ppvinayagam@gmail.com 

 

Mr Tarun Kumar MITRA 

Associate Director (Technical) 

Bharatiya Nabhikiya Vidyut Nigam Limited (BHAVINI) 

Dept. of Atomic Energy 

KALPAKKAM -603102 

INDIA 

Tel: 91 44 27480310  

Fax : 91 44 27480901 

Email: tkmitra@igcar.gov.in 

 

ITALY 

Mr Pietro Agostini 

ENEA National Agency for Energy 

Brasimone 40032 

Camugnano (Bologna) 

Italy 

Tel: +39 0534 801170 

Email: pietro.agostini@enea.it 

 

 

JAPAN 

Mr Hiroaki OHIRA 

Plant Dynamics Analysis Group,  

   FBR Plant Engineering Center 

Japan Atomic Energy Agency 

2-1, Shiraki, Tsuruga-city 

Fukui 919-1279  

JAPAN 

Tel:+81-770-39-1031 ext.6874 

Fax:+81-770-39-9226 

Email: ohira.hiroaki@jaea.go.jp  

 

 

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF 

Mr Hyung Kook JOO (observer) 

1045 Daedeok-daedo 

Yuseong-Gu 

Deejeon 305-353 

Korea, Republic of 

Tel : +82 42 868 8729 

Fax : +82 42 868 2057 

Email: hkjoo@kaeri.re.kr 

 

Mr Namduk Suh 

Korea Institute of Safety and Research   Department 

Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety 

Kusungdong-19, Yusung 

DAEJON 305-338 

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF 

Tel: +89 42 868 0216 
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Email: k220snd@kins.re.kr 

 

NETHERLANDS 

Mr Ferry ROELOFS 

Nuclear Research and Consultancy Group (NRG) 

Safety & Power 

Westerduinweg 3 

P.O. Box 25, 1755 ZG PETTEN 

THE NETHERLANDS 

Tel: +31 (0)224 56 8236 
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Institute for Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE) 
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Institute for Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE) 
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ANNEX III: PRIORITIES FOR NEW MEETINGS, CRPs AND 

PUBLICATIONS ESTABLISHED BY THE TWG-FR IN 2012 

 

Technical meetings 

 

High priority  

• Severe accidents, in particular impact of Fukushima accident on the safety aspects of 

existing and planned FRs   

• Passive Safety Features of Current and Future FBRs  

• Safety Criteria for SFR  

• Under sodium viewing for ISI&R  

• Risks of Sodium as coolant/technology  

• Priorities in modelling and simulation  

• Regular meeting in Fast reactor physics and technology  

Medium priority  

• Probabilistic and Deterministic Safety Analysis Methods with respect to Fukushima 

Accident  

• Assessment of Cliff-edge effects in SFR  

• Safety systems and monitoring / instrumentation  

• R&D facilities: status, future needs and sharing of results  

• Economic impact of safety enhancements  

• Reliability Assessment of Active and Passive Safety Systems  

Low Priority  

• Feedback experience and direction from R&D, design, licensing, manufacturing, operation 

and decommissioning  

• Major technical and institutional requirements for advanced fast reactor systems  

• Seismic Design Criteria and Analysis  

• Safety approach, regulatory framework and licensing issue/risks  

• Safety standards and codes & standards  
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CRPs 

 

High priority  

• Sodium properties and design and safe operation of experimental facilities in support of 

the development and deployment of Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactors (SFR)  

• Benchmark exercise on neutronic calculations for a mixed-oxide fuelled core of an 

industrial size Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor  

• Source term for radioactivity release under fast reactor core disruptive accident (CDA) 

situations  

Medium priority  

• Analyses of Core Mechanics Tests Performed During the Phénix End of Life 

Experimental Programme  

• Benchmarking of structural materials pre-selected for advanced nuclear reactors  

• Core Neutronic  Stability of typical SFR with a reference benchmark core  

Low Priority  

• Analyses of Fuel Melting Tests Performed During the Phénix End of Life Experimental 

Programme  

• Optimum plant parameters for metallic and MOX fuelled fast reactors  

• In-vessel Imaging Technology in Sodium  

• Inter-Comparison of  Numerical Predictions of Drop Time Measurements of Control  

Rods in a Typical SFR  

• Analyses of Primary Pump Seizure in a Fast Reactor Under Seismic Excitations  

 

 

 

Publications 

High priority  

• Monograph on "Severe Accident Management in Fast Reactors”  

• Monograph on "Sodium Aerosol: Sources, Effects and Analysis”  

• NE series document on “Advances in sodium leak detection and handling of sodium fires”  

• TECDOC on “In-service Inspection Requirements, Tools and Sensors”  
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ANNEX IV: OUTLINE FOR THE BOOKLET “STATUS OF INNOVATIVE 

FAST REACTOR DESIGNS” 

 

1. Foreword 

2. Introduction: starting with previous experience with Fast Reactors, summary of the Status Report, 1-

3 pages. 

3. Innovative Fast Reactor Designs 

a. Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor Designs 

i. CFR 600 (China FBR) 

ii. ASTRID (France) 

iii. CFBR (India) 

iv. 4S (Japan) 

v. JSFR (Japan) 

vi. PGSFR (Republic of Korea) 

vii. BN-1200 (Russian Federation): TBC 

viii. MBIR (Russian Federation): TBC 

ix. PRISM (U.S.A.) 

x. TWR (U.S.A.) 

b. Heavy liquid metal-cooled Fast Reactor Designs 

i. MYRRHA (Belgium) 

ii. CLEAR I (China) 

iii. ALFRED (Europe, Italy, Romania) 

iv. ELFR (Europe, Italy) 

v. PEACER (Republic of Korea) TBC 

vi. BREST-OD-300 (Russian Federation) TBC 

vii. BREST-1200 (Russian Federation) TBC 

viii. SVBR-75/100 (Russian Federation) TBC 

ix. ELECTRA (Sweden) 

x. G4M (to check if the effort is abandoned) (U.S.A.) 

c. Gas-cooled Fast Reactor Designs 
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i. ALLEGRO, (Europe, Hungary, Czech Rep. Slovakia, Poland with assistance from 

France) 

ii. BGR-1000 (Russian Federation) TBC 

iii. EM
2
 (U.S.A) 

d. Molten-salt Fast Reactors 

i. MSFR (France) TBC 

ii. MOSART (Russian Federation) TBC 

4. List of Acronyms 

5. Glossary 

6. Appendix: Tables presenting synoptically the status of the designs 

7. Reference 

 

 


